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AGENDA
8.

Economic Action Plan - To present to members a package of proposed
activity that has been designed to support interventions in respect of
Economic Development and Inward Investment delivery in South
Holland, including the adoption of a South Holland Economic Action
Plan (report of the Portfolio Holder, Growth and Commercialisation).
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Agenda Item 8.
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Cllr Nick Worth, Deputy Leader and Portfolio Holder for Growth and
Commercialisation.

To:

Cabinet 18th June 2019
Council 31st July 2019

Author:

Nigel Burch Economic Development and Inward Investment Manager

Subject

Economic Action Plan, Inward Investment Marketing strategy, Skills Service
future funding options, creation of a new Economic Development Officer post.

Purpose:

To present to members a package of proposed activity that has been
designed to support interventions in respect of Economic Development and
Inward Investment delivery in South Holland, including the adoption of a
South Holland Economic Action Plan.

Recommendations to Cabinet:
1) That Cabinet approve the adoption of the South Holland Economic Action Plan and
associated work programme, with a view to embed the actions contained within as part of
the council’s delivery of its wider corporate plan.
2) That Cabinet give consideration to and approve the proposed funding for the delivery of the
‘Skills Service’ across secondary schools in South Holland for a 12 month period, whilst a
longer term funding strategy for the service is developed.
3) That in view of the findings of the ‘Inward Investment Communications and Marketing Audit’
as prepared by Opportunity Peterborough, Cabinet approves implementation of the elements
contained in paragraph 3.12 of this report relating to communication with businesses within
the district.
Recommendations to Council:
4) That in order to support with the delivery of recommendations 1, 2, and 3, and to provide
additional resilience to the Economic Development and Inward Investment team, that
Council gives consideration to and approves the creation of a new Economic Development
Officer post.
1.0

BACKGROUND:

2.0

The Economic Development and Inward Investment service at South Holland District
Council plays a key role in contributing to and assisting in the delivery of the Council’s
Corporate Plan by helping to support the local economy utilising a number of different work
strands. The overall objective for the service is to maximise opportunities within the local
economy for the creation of jobs, in particular higher value jobs utilising skills that are
needed now to help local businesses transition towards higher productivity using
automation and robotics, whilst retaining a readily available workforce to service the
inevitable seasonality of the agricultural/horticultural/food manufacturing economy. The
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inward investment element aims to support existing businesses to expand, and to attract
new businesses into the district, strengthening the supply chain and growing business rate
income.
2.1

The Economic Development and Inward Investment service also delivers the European
Funded Grants4growth project, which encourages eligible Lincolnshire SME’s to apply for
capital grant funding to help their businesses to grow, create jobs, and increase
productivity. The programme is about to commence a further three year programme.

2.2

The service currently consists of one full time Economic Development and Inward
Investment Manager and a 0.2 FTE Economic Development Officer. The remaining 0.8 of
the Economic Development Officer is currently utilised on and recharged to the European
Regional Development Funded Grants4growth project.

2.3

Due to the wide ranging remit of the service and the variety of skills needed to service the
various aspects of the workload, a decision was taken by Cabinet in 2018 to engage
Opportunity Peterborough (the not for profit economic development arm of Peterborough
City Council) in a two year contract to supply additional skills and resource to the existing
team, enabling the Council to benefit from Opportunity Peterborough’s wider knowledge
and larger team, particularly in respect of marketing, communications and dealing with
major inward investment enquiries. This contract started in June 2018 with OP colleagues
working from both their Peterborough office and by having a presence within SHDC.

2.4

With this resource in place the team have been exploring the following key work streams,
some of which have been developed as part of our partnership with Opportunity
Peterborough.

3.0

South Holland Economic Action Plan.

3.1

South Holland District Council are 11 months into the two year contract with Opportunity
Peterborough. The majority of the work undertaken during the first period of the contract
focussed on evidence collection and data analysis as a means of creating a baseline of the
South Holland Economy, allowing the establishment of economic indicators which will
underpin the activity undertaken throughout the life of the OP contract and beyond.

3.2

This evidence has been obtained by both running the first Annual South Holland Business
survey, as well as utilising data obtained by desktop research and information gained via
the South Holland Business Breakfasts and one to one meetings with businesses which is
undertaken as a core part of the Economic Development service. The first of the key work
streams that Opportunity Peterborough have now undertaken has been the creation of an
Economic Action Plan (Appendix 1), informed by the evidence obtained during the first
phase of the contract.

3.3

The Economic Action Plan is designed to be a short to medium term plan of activities that
identify and prioritise the key actions that the evidence gathered has indicated is required to
deliver the wider aspirations of the Corporate Plan. The remit of the Economic Action Plan,
having identified and prioritised activities, is to identify actions that can then be incorporated
into the service delivery plan (linked to the corporate plan) which will then set out how the
various work streams will be addressed by utilising the existing ED resource, the proposed
new ED Officer post, and the expertise being delivered through the existing Opportunity
Peterborough contract.
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3.4

The Economic Action Plan has identified 4 key priorities that the service should concentrate
on:
 Infrastructure and growth, including maximising the impact of key strategic
development sites, maximising the availability of current and emerging digital
technologies including 5G to support growth both now and in the future, exploring
opportunities to improve the areas transport links, and protecting the natural assets
of the district.
 Raising the profile of the district to proactively target new inward investment,
Including the promotion of South Holland as ‘Open for Business’ as well as
developing a reputation as an Agricultural and Horticultural Centre of Excellence in
order to attract innovative new businesses, at the same time strengthening the
existing cluster and its attendant supply chain, utilising key assets and major unique
opportunities located within the district such as the emerging Food Enterprise Zone
at Holbeach.
 Enhancing the level of business support available to our businesses to
support with resilience and future proofing. This includes supporting and
promoting improvements to both productivity and innovation, particularly for existing
and emerging businesses with high growth potential, concentrating on those in the
Agri/Horti/Food sector by helping them to improve their competiveness, resilience,
and maximise their potential for high quality job creation.
 Raising skills within industry and for those leaving school. This includes
awareness raising and promotion of skills development opportunities and
apprenticeships, working with businesses and local training providers such as
Spalding College and the University of Lincoln’s Holbeach Campus. Continue to
broker ever stronger relationships between schools and local businesses in order to
inspire and raise the career aspirations and opportunities of our young people who
are the workforce of the future.

3.5

These priorities will be delivered through a series of activities captured in a proposed work
programme that covers the short to medium term (see Appendix 2), and delivered through
both existing SHDC-employed team, colleagues from Opportunity Peterborough and the
proposed additional Economic Development Officer proposed within later within this report.

3.6

It is also worth noting that, through drawing upon the evidence collated in preparing the
document, the Economic Action Plan raises a number of wider considerations for the
authority that will need to factor into future decision making in other areas of the council’s
responsibilities. This includes;




3.7

The likelihood of significant future additional economic growth within the district, as
demonstrated through national data and engagement with businesses, which may
have a bearing on future decisions in respect of how such growth could be
accommodated and retained within the district
Linked to the latter, the means through which the authority is able to ensure that
potential future jobs growth is not undermined by housing supply and/or the size of
the working age population within the district

By adopting the Economic Action Plan as the council’s strategy for supporting both the
existing businesses within our local economy as well as promoting the district for relocating
businesses who want to be part of the existing supply chain, these priorities will enable the
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service to focus on the four key strands that have been identified, all of which will feed into
the wider overall objectives of the Economic Development and Inward Investment service.
3.8

Marketing and Communications Audit – Adoption of recommendations concerning
communication

3.9

Linked closely to the work completed in conjunction with Opportunity Peterborough in
respect of the South Holland Economic Action Plan, is the work that has been undertaken
through a Marketing and Communications Audit, completed as part of their ongoing
contract. The final audit report, which is enclosed within Appendix 3, has explored and
made a variety of recommendations on the following;






The means through which the council currently communicates with and promotes
initiatives to the existing business community, as a means of communicating a)
what business support is available, b) what South Holland’s investment offer is, and
c) why and how South Holland is championing business growth.
The council’s current the use of social media, newsletters and other forms of
communication (such as Business Breakfasts) and how these can be further
enhanced.
The options available to the authority in marketing the district as a place which is
open to investment from new businesses, including through increasing awareness
of the investment opportunities within the district and the production of marketing
‘collateral’.

3.10

This report seeks to present to members the recommendations that will be taken forward in
respect of communications (i.e. how the council communicates with and shares information
with the business community)

3.11

The means through which the recommendations concerning marketing (i.e. how the council
promotes South Holland to a wider audience nationally and internationally, through brand
development and enhanced tools such as micro-sites and marketing collateral), are
currently being explored, with proposal due to be put to members for consideration in due
course.

3.12

The key recommendations in respect of how the council can improve the way it
communicates with new and existing businesses, emerging from the audit and which are
proposed to be taken forward into implementation, can be summarised as follows;






That the tone of the council’s published communications on economic development
need to have an increased focus on positioning the ED team as a local economic
expert and the first port of call for all business related matters and inward
investment enquiries.
That given the use of Linkedin as a prominent business-to-business communication
tool, coupled with the current under-use of the platform by the authority on
economic development related matters, the authority should look to create a
dedicated economic development-focused Linkedin account which should be used
to maintain contact with businesses and networks, share messages via sector and
interest specific networks, and generate debate between businesses on topical
matters.
The Economic Development team’s Twitter account needs refreshing to include a
more relevant biography that sets out what the team does and the services on offer,
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and effort needs to be given to increasing the number of followers by making the
content promoted through the Twitter account more relevant to the needs of the
business community. The latter could be achieved by greater use of ‘hashtags’ to
support those looking for content on the platform.
The council’s hugely successful ‘business breakfasts’ should be promoted more
further afield to attract a wider audience, particularly by featuring a more diverse
range of business speakers
The council should develop ‘sector sheets’ and ‘PowerPoint pitches’ that can be
distributed by the authority, containing facts and figures that demonstrate the size
and importance of key sectors within the local economy. These should primarily be
developed as a tool to support inward investment activity from other agri-food / agritech focused businesses, including through distribution to the Department for
International Trade.
There is significant scope to improve the council’s website in respect of economic
development and inward investment content. For example, the site does not capture
any ‘leads’ from its visitors, with the contact details provided being the council’s
generic email address and phone number. Furthermore, the amount of content
which is likely to be relevant to the needs of new and existing businesses is limited.
The council should therefore look to review its website, and explore the creation of a
‘micro-site’ aimed specifically at the business community.

3.13

If members are supportive of adopting these recommendations in respect of how the
council can improve the way it communicates with new and existing businesses, the
implementation and delivery of the recommendations will be overseen by the council’s
Economic Development and Inward Investment Manager, with support from Opportunity
Peterborough’s communications team, the council’s own communications team and the
wider Economic Development team (including the proposed new Economic Development
Officer).

3.14

Continuation of the ‘Skills Service’ within South Holland

3.15

The skills agenda is a subject that is raised in nearly all discussions whether it be with
businesses, education providers, funders or training providers. It is a subject that features
large in our business breakfasts with one of the main concerns being the lack of young
people considering or being steered towards careers with the businesses involved in our
local economy. Of particular concern is that there appears to be a historic approach being
taken by local schools that seem to see the agri/horti/food industry as one of nothing more
than production line work with a low skill requirement and little or no career opportunities.
As a result, many of our school leavers go to university but once graduated, do not return
as they hold the belief there are no well paid jobs with career prospects in our local
economy.

3.16

In view of the above, there is considerable frustration amongst local businesses that
schools, and in particular the teaching staff, do not fully understand the opportunities that
lie within our local economy for a range of careers whether it be in finance, HR, technology,
or any of the other choices that are available within any modern business. Local business
leaders have told us that they would welcome the opportunity help to address this situation
by talking to schools and teachers, facilitating visits either school to business or business to
school, as well as offering the chance for school leavers to work their way up through the
business, whilst being supported through whatever type of learning is most appropriate for
their career aspirations.
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3.17

For this reason, the matter of developing the offer to support skills amongst residents in
South Holland features with the proposed Economic Action Plan.

3.18

For the past three years, the Skills Service, part of Opportunity Peterborough, have been
working in the secondary schools in South Holland. Businesses regularly voice their
concern about the work-readiness of young people coming out of education at all levels. To
help address this concern, the Skills Service provide a brokerage service for businesses,
education and training providers, coordinating work-related learning activities that aim to
improve the aspirations and economic awareness of young people and develop their
employability skills in line with local business needs. The Skills Service also deliver the
National Enterprise Advisor Network Programme on behalf of the Careers and Enterprise
Company. The aim of the network is to match volunteers from the world of work with
schools to support employer engagement.

3.19

Using a simple audit tool, the Skills Service work with school staff to review current Careers
Education, Information and Guidance activities to help ensure that all schools have an
effective careers strategy in place in line with the Gatsby benchmarks, they then support
the schools with the implementation of their activity plans.

3.20

Originally funded by the Greater Cambridge Greater Peterborough Local Enterprise
Partnership, and latterly, by the Cambridge and Peterborough Combined Mayoral Authority,
the Skills Service funding was cut at the end of February 2019 which currently leaves the
service unable to operate in South Holland.

3.21

Up to the point that engagement ceased at the end of February, The Skills Service had
engaged with all of the senior schools in South Holland.

3.22

Since the start of their work in South Holland in 2016, the cumulative totals achieved for the
targets (below) in South Holland are:







Named individual businesses directly involved in school events
Young people supported with direct contact with an employer
Schools completed Compass or 6–12 month review
Business led events/activities brokered by the service
Schools given information of statutory careers obligations
Business hours at events

100
3316
6
28
24
539.18

Events by school:






3.23

Spalding Academy
Spalding Grammar School
Spalding High School (post Feb and now being funded by SHDC)
The Peele Community College
Thomas Cowley – engagement only recently established
University Academy Holbeach

9
1
1
12
tbc
1

Conversations held with key companies at the business breakfasts as well as more general
contact as part of the teams business facing role have confirmed that the response from
both schools and businesses in respect of the work being done by the Skills Service has
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been overwhelmingly positive. The team are therefore of the opinion that the Skills Service
has been performing much needed and appreciated work in all local senior schools and
that intervention is required to ensure that this work continues.
3.24

In order to ensure the continued delivery of the service within South Holland into the near
future, it is proposed that the council looks to directly fund the Skills Service for a period of
12 months whilst a longer term and sustainable funding strategy is sought for the
programme. The cost to the authority for a 12 months period is £16,800. Details of the
budgetary impact are contained within a ‘Proforma B’ form enclosed within Appendix 4.

3.25

If agreement is given to continue with funding for a twelve month period, the team (working
with the council’s recently appointed External Funding Officer) will explore a range of
options available to the authority in terms of long term funding models. These will be
presented to members ahead of the conclusion of the proposed 12 month contract.

3.26

It should be noted that the GLLEP does fund activity across Greater Lincolnshire in respect
of skills and secondary schools. However, the service funded by the GLLEP is ‘lighter
touch’ in its approach and involves providing guidance to schools on how to improve their
existing skills programmes, as opposed to providing the capacity and expertise to run
events directly on behalf of schools. In that respect, whereas skills activity would still be
taking place within the district if members were minded not to fund the Skills Service,
officers are of the view that the offer from the Skills Service is much more holistic and
therefore has the greater opportunity of delivering positive outcomes.

3.27

Creation of a new Economic Development Officer post.

3.28

The final matter raised within this report, which is linked to the delivery of recommendations
1, 2 and 3, is the proposed creation of an Economic Development Officer post within the
ED and Inward Investment team.

3.29

The current core South Holland Economic Development/Inward Investment service is made
up of and delivered by 1.2 FTE staff members consisting of the Economic Development
and Inward Investment Manager who is responsible for the overall delivery of the service
which includes the European funded capital grants scheme Grants4growth, seeking and
handling inward investment enquiries, maintaining a relationship with the key businesses in
the area, and an Economic Development Officer who spends 1 day a week ( 0.2 FTE) on
the core service.

3.30

The service is also responsible for the delivery of Grants4growth across the whole of the
Greater Lincolnshire Local Enterprise Partnership area, and this project is run operationally
by a Project Manager contracted to the project, a Technical and Financial claims
administrator working 30 hours per week, and the remaining 4 days a week (0.8 FTE) of
the Economic Development Officer. These posts are fully cost recovered from
Grants4growth and are at nil cost to the Council. The Economic Development and Inward
Investment Manager also spends a number of hours a week managing and overseeing the
project and this time is also recovered from the project.

3.31

The contract with Opportunity Peterborough is designed to provide strategic Economic
Development and Inward Investment expertise and support to complement the Economic
Development/Inward Investment service in its current form, this is provided by the Chief
Executive of Opportunity Peterborough and the Inward Investment and Business
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Engagement Manager both of whom work in the ED office with the team when appropriate,
and also attend meetings and undertake business visits representing SHDC, again, when
and where appropriate. Further resource is also available from Opportunity Peterborough’s
Communications and Marketing Manager.
3.32

The existing focus of the service is concentrating, in the main, on the ‘big ticket items’ i.e
the successful delivery of Grants4growth, maintaining the relationships with many of our
key businesses, inward investment work focussing on making connections between both
direct enquiries and those that come through the Department for International Trade and
the LEP, land owners, developers, agents, and internal departments such as Development
Management and Strategic Planning, and working with the County Council, LEP and
education and training providers on the skills agenda.

3.33

However, in order for all these big ticket items to function smoothly and have maximum
impact, a lot of work needs to take place in the background, for example, monitoring and
maintaining our database of South Holland businesses and the intelligence that sits behind
those businesses such as type and nature of business, ownership, turnover, employment
numbers, key contacts, growth aspirations and any constraints that might be affecting the
business. By collating and maintaining this information we then have a better
understanding of how the local economy and the supply chain within it works, and also
enables us to pinpoint its strengths and weaknesses which in turn enables the ability to
look at solutions and/or interventions that might be required now or in the future to secure
the business or enable their growth plans.

3.34

It is also important that we have an accurate understanding of the availability of land for
both current and future expansion and Inward Investment requirements, both employment
allocated and non-allocated land, the opportunities and constraints of the land, ownerships,
utility and access availability, all intelligence needed in order to be responsive to enquiries
or funding opportunities. In its current form, the team do not have the capacity to engage in
all the differing elements required to perform the Economic Development/Inward
Investment function to its full potential.

3.35

There is also a question around succession planning within the department, much of the
current local knowledge of both businesses and the wider economy sits with just one
person. This which presents a risk to the Council, therefore it is suggested that an
additional post be created within the service that will enable succession planning whilst
providing appropriate resource to enable the team to perform a broader range of functions
and projects, such as those contained within the Economic Action Plan.

3.36

In order to develop the right person into this role, they would take on, in the initial stages,
some of the background work as described previously, both within the core service but also
supporting and shadowing the work of the G4G team, this would build additionality into the
service and also add a level of resilience should another member of the team be
unavailable for a period of time.

3.37

The cost of the Opportunity Peterborough contract is currently covered by the budget for
the vacant Senior Economic Development Officer salary, but it is possible to reduce the
budgetary impact to the Council of a new ED Officer post Grade E for the first 3 years by
part funding (60%) the role through Grants4growth. This approach can be taken by
ensuring that 60% of the new role is spent working for Grants4growth. There is also a
budget of up to £2000 within the G4G budget for recruitment costs associated with this
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post. The need for and spend associated with this approach has already been approved by
MHCLG in the 3 year extension that has now been accepted for the Grants4 growth project
which will run until 2022, thus reducing the impact of the new post to Council budgets by
60% for the next 3 years.
3.38

By bringing a new officer post into the team, we would hope to be able to guide and mentor
the post to grow within the service with a view to taking a more senior role in the fullness of
time.

3.39

A Proforma B form, setting out the financial implications of the additional post and the
approach to funding, is contained in Appendix 5.

4.0

OPTIONS

4.1

Option 1: That the recommendations contained within this report, in respect of
proposed activity that has been designed to support interventions in respect of
Economic Development and Inward Investment delivery in South Holland, are
approved (Recommended). Under this option, the authority will;







Adopt the South Holland Economic Action Plan and associated work programme,
with a view to embed the actions contained within as part of the council’s delivery of
its wider corporate plan.
Approve the proposed funding for the delivery of the ‘Skills Service’ across
secondary schools in South Holland for a 12 month period, whilst a longer term
funding strategy for the service is developed.
Approve to the implementation of the elements relating to communication with
businesses within the district
Approve the creation of a new Economic Development Officer post to support with
the delivery of the above recommendations, alongside the Grants4Growth
programme.

4.2

Option 2: Approve some or all of the above with or without changes. Under this
option, selected elements could be approved and taken forward with or without changes
being applied.

4.2

Option 3: Do nothing. Under this option, the package of activity proposed within the report
will not be taken forward in its current form.

5.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

5.1

The adoption of the Economic Action Plan will enable the Economic Development/Inward
Investment team to have an evidence based action plan/policy that will serve to guide and
inform the direction of the service for the future, assisting with the delivery of the wider
objectives contained within the council’s Corporate Plan.

5.2

The adoption of the communications recommendations within the Marketing and
Communications Audit will help driving improvements in how the authority communicates
with key stakeholders on matters relating to economic and jobs growth, specifically in terms
of communicating the support that the authority is well placed to provide as a means of
enabling economic growth.
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5.3

Through providing funding to support the continuation of the work being done by the Skills
service within local schools and businesses, the authority will be able to support both local
schools leavers and businesses in promoting the many and varied career opportunities that
are present within our local economy for school leavers at the appropriate stage in their
education.

5.4

The addition of an Economic Development Officer post to the existing team will strengthen
both the Grants4growth project and the Economic Development/Inward Investment service
not just from an available resource perspective, but also from a mid to longer term
approach by introducing an element of succession planning into the team to ensure that
local knowledge, contacts and connections are shared within the team as a means of
minimising risk.

6.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

6.1

The adoption of the Economic Action Plan will enable the Economic Development/Inward
Investment team to have an evidence based action plan/policy that will serve to guide and
inform the direction of the service for the future, assisting with the delivery of the wider
objectives contained within the council’s Corporate Plan.

6.2

The adoption of the communications recommendations within the Marketing and
Communications Audit will help driving improvements in how the authority communicates
with key stakeholders on matters relating to economic and jobs growth, specifically in terms
of communicating the support that the authority is well placed to provide as a means of
enabling economic growth.

6.3

The addition of an Economic Development Officer post to the existing team will strengthen
both the Grants4growth project and the Economic Development/Inward Investment service
not just from an available resource perspective, but also from a mid to longer term
approach by introducing an element of succession planning into the team to ensure that
local knowledge, contacts and connections are shared within the team as a means of
minimising risk.

6.4

Through providing funding to support the continuation of the work being done by the Skills
service within local schools and businesses, the authority will be able to support both local
schools leavers and businesses in promoting the many and varied career opportunities that
are present within our local economy for school leavers at the appropriate stage in their
education.

7.0

IMPLICATIONS
In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues;
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Data Protection;
Equality & Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk
Management; Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales;
Transformation Programme; Other. Where the report author considers that there may be
implications under one or more of these headings, these are identified below.

7.1

Constitutional & Legal
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7.1.1

All changes to the staffing establishment are reserved to Council for decision.

7.2

Contracts

7.2.1

The procurement team have been consulted and confirmed that no exemption is required
to enter into a contract with the Skills Service for a 12 month period.

7.3

Corporate Priorities

7.3.1

All elements of this report will support the Corporate Plan Priority ‘Your Opportunity

7.4

Equality and Diversity / Human Rights

7.4.1

All activities carried out will conform to the Councils Equality and Diversity/Human Rights
policies.

7.5

Financial

7.5.1

The report recommendations do include financial implications. These are captured within a
number of ‘Proforma B’ forms appended to this report.

7.6

Reputation

7.6.1

The additional activities and resultant interventions being proposed within this report can
only serve to enhance the reputation of the Council.

7.7

Risk Management

7.7.1

All risks associated with the subjects of this report will be properly considered and
managed.

7.8

Staffing

7.8.1

This report requests permission to create a new Economic Development Officer post

8.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

8.1

This activities contained within his report will affect all wards within South Holland.

9.0

ACRONYMS

9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5

ED
SHDC
OP
FTE
G4G

Economic Development
South Holland District Council
Opportunity Peterborough
Full Time Equivalent
Grants4growth

Background papers:Lead Contact Officer
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Name and Post:
Telephone Number
Email:

Nigel Burch Economic Development and Inward Investment Manager
01775 764563
nburch@sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision:

N

Exempt Decision:

N

This report refers to a Discretionary Service
Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix 1
Appendix 2
Appendix 3
Appendix 4
Appendix 5

SHDC Economic Action Plan
SHDC Economic Action Plan – Work Programme
Marketing and Communications Audit
Skills Service Proforma B
ED Officer Proforma B
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APPENDIX 1

South Holland District Council
Economic Action Plan 2019-21

Produced in conjunction with Opportunity
Peterborough.
May 2019
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South Holland Economic Action Plan 2019
Context
South Holland District Council has always been a forward-thinking, entrepreneurial and innovative
authority. We continue to strive for excellence and deliver great value for money for our residents
while making the most of the huge opportunities for economic growth in our district.
South Holland District Council’s Strategic Vision for the District is:
“A Place of Prosperity, Wellbeing, and Opportunity for All”
In order to support the achievement of this vision we will:









Proactively work with partners to identify and optimise funding opportunities that will draw
resources into the district to support our plans for sustainable and continued growth.
Work in partnership across the public and private sector to retain and build on the key
business sector strengths within South Holland, whilst also working proactively to attract
new inward investment that will bring further prosperity to our district.
Work in partnership with key partners in the education sector, including Spalding College, to
ensure that both businesses and residents have access to the necessary skills to support
economic growth and prosperity.
Continue to deliver a clear “Open for Business” approach across all Council that promotes
and supports business growth.
Continue to deliver a full range of services and initiatives that support our businesses,
including our Grants4Growth programme.
Stimulate further growth, productivity and prosperity in the food sector through the delivery
of a Food Enterprise Zone in Holbeach.

The purpose of this Economic Action Plan is to support the delivery of our vision and its associated
priorities by setting out a series of detailed action, based upon recently collated national and local
evidence, that in turn will support the delivery of the council’s overarching Corporate Plan 2019-23.
The South Holland Economy
South Holland has the fifth highest Gross Value Added measurement (GVA) in Lincolnshire at a total
of £1.709bn. On a per capita basis the district has the third highest level of GVA per head at £18,498,
which is in large part due to its high job density of 0.8 jobs per resident aged 16 to 64. This high jobs
density rate also means that South Holland’s claimant count (the proportion of the working age
population claiming out of work benefits) is low at 1.1%, compared to a county average of 1.8%.
South Holland also has the fourth highest productivity level in the county, with each worker
producing an average of £46,189 of added economic value to the local and national economy.
Workforce
South Holland has the second smallest population of all of the Districts in Lincolnshire with 93,300
residents. That equates to 12.4% of the county’s population. 58.8% of the population is classified as
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of working age, i.e. between the ages of 16 and 64. This is the third smallest proportion found across
all of Lincolnshire’s districts. Within the working age population, 78.2% are classified as economically
active, this is also slightly below the county average.
South Holland’s population is, on average, lower skilled than most of the other districts in
Lincolnshire, with 24.1% of the population holding and qualification at NVQ Level 4 or above
compared to a county average of 28.4%. This county average is actually skewed down by Boston’s
11.8% and in fact in four of the seven Lincolnshire districts over 30% of the population have
qualifications at NVQ Level 4 and above.
On average, residents of South Holland earn £467.60 per week, the third lowest level in the county.
This is slightly higher than the average weekly wage paid by jobs in the district, £444.60 (second
lowest in the county), and indicates that a number of South Holland’s more highly skilled residents
earn higher salaries outside the district. Peterborough is the destination for the largest number of
out-commuters.
In fact, according to the most up to date figures (which come from the 2011 Census), there was a net
commuter outflow of 2,624 workers per day, which means that more people are leaving the district
each day to work elsewhere than travelling to it. The most popular destinations were (and likely still
are) Peterborough, Boston, South Kesteven, Fenland, and King’s Lynn and West Norfolk. At the same
time nearly 9,000 workers were travelling to the district at this time. The more popular origin points
were Boston, South Kesteven, Peterborough, Fenland, and King’s Lynn and West Norfolk.
Sectors
Manufacturing accounts for nearly twice the number of jobs in South Holland than any other sector.
It also created the largest number of new jobs, 1,000, over the period 2010-2015 and increased as a
proportion of the overall employment figure (ONS, Business Register and Employment Survey). This
is in slight contrast to manufacturing jobs at the Great Britain level which increased in number but
fell as a proportion of the overall employment figure. Business Administration and Support Services
created the second highest number of jobs over this period at 500, 350 of which were agency jobs
working via recruitment companies.
Industry
Manufacturing

No. of Jobs (2017)
9,000

% of all Jobs
21.95%

Business administration & support services

6,000

14.63%

Agriculture, forestry & fishing

3,500

8.54%

Wholesale

3,500

8.54%

Retail

3,500

8.54%

Transport & storage (inc postal)

3,500

8.54%

Health

3,000

7.32%

Construction

1,750

4.27%

Accommodation & food services

1,750

4.27%

Education

1,750

4.27%

Professional, scientific & technical

1,250

3.05%

Motor trades

700

1.71%

Arts, entertainment, recreation & other

700

1.71%
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services
Financial & insurance

350

0.85%

Public administration & defence

350

0.85%

Information & communication

300

0.73%

Property

300

0.73%

Mining, quarrying & utilities

250

0.61%

41,000

100.00%

Total

(ONS, Business Register and Employment Survey)

A more granular analysis of employment in the District reveals the importance of the Agri-Food
sector and Horticulture.
Industry
Manufacture of food products

No. of Jobs (2017)
7,000

% of Total Jobs
17.1

Employment activities

4,000

9.8

Crop and animal production, hunting and related
service activities
Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and
motorcycles
Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles

3,500

8.5

3,500

8.5

3,500

8.5

3,000

7.3

Land transport and transport via pipelines

(ONS, Business Register and Employment Survey)

7,000 of the 9,000 manufacturing jobs in the district are related to the manufacture of food
products. Of the 3,500 wholesale jobs, 1,500 are linked to the wholesale of fruit and vegetables,
1,250 to the wholesale of flowers and plants, 200 to the wholesale of agricultural machinery, 175 to
the wholesale of grains, seeds, and animal feeds, and 50 to the wholesale of meat and meat
products. 4,250 of the 6,000 jobs associated with the Business Administration and Support Services
sector are attributed to ‘Employment Activities’. Essentially these are contract workers employed by
recruitment agencies but who will be working in a variety of other sectors, including manufacturing
and agriculture.
In all, over 50% of jobs in South Holland are directly linked to the Agri-Food value chain. Should this
sector be adversely affected, by becoming uncompetitive or through environmental challenges for
example, the impact would be significant to the economy of the district as a whole. On the other
hand, supporting businesses in this sector to become world leading provides the opportunity to
develop long tem prosperity for residents.
The importance of this sector is further underlined when location quotients are used to identify the
sectors in which South Holland has comparative advantages compared with the rest of the UK. Those
sectors in which employment in South Holland is proportionally double the national average
(indicated by a location quotient score of 2.0 or higher), and employ large numbers of people, are
predominantly linked to Agri-Food.

Industry

No. of South
Holland Jobs
(2017)
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% of all South
Holland Jobs
(2017)

Location
Quotient
Score
4

10 : Manufacture of food products

7,000

17.1

01 : Crop and animal production, hunting and
related service activities
49 : Land transport and transport via pipelines

3,500

8.5

3,000

7.3

125

0.3

4,000

9.8

3,500

8.5

1,500

3.7

150

0.4

37 : Sewerage
78 : Employment activities (workers employed
by recruitment agencies)
46 : Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles
and motorcycles
82 : Office administrative, office support and
other business support activities
17 : Manufacture of paper and paper products

14.25
5.67
4.06
3.00
2.88
2.24
2.06
2.00

(ONS, Business Register and Employment Survey)

The Office for National Statistics groups sectors slightly differently for the measurement of GVA, the
regional version of GDP. The Distribution; Transport; Accommodation and Food, and Manufacturing
sectors, account for 45.2% of South Hollands GVA. Distribution; Transport; Accommodation and
Food can be broken down into Motor Trades, Wholesale, Retail, Transport and Storage, and
Accommodation and Food Services. Unfortunately GVA figures are not available at this more
detailed level but Wholesale, and Transport and Storage, account for 7,000 of the 12,950 jobs
associated with this economic output again underlining the importance of the Agri-Food sector.

No. of Jobs
2017

11,800

12,950

1,150

9.7%

Manufacturing
Public Administration; Education;
Health

7,000

9,000

2,000

28.6%

5,350

5,100

-250

-4.7%

Real Estate

150

300

150

100.0%

Professional and Administrative

5,500

7,250

1,750

31.8%

Construction
Production (Agriculture, Mining,
Electricity, Gas, Water, and Waste)
Recreation, other services and
household activities

2,000

1,750

-250

-12.5%

3,200

3,750

550

17.2%

900

700

-200

-22.2%

Financial and Insurance

250

350

100

40.0%

Information and Communication

300

300

0

0.0%

Total

36,450

41,450

5,000

13.7%

Industry
Distribution; Transport;
Accommodation and Food

Jobs Growth
2010-2017

% Jobs
Growth
2010-2017

No. of Jobs
2010

(ONS, Business Register and Employment Survey)
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GVA
(£m)(2010)

GVA
(£m)(2017)

GVA Growth
2010-2030
(£m)

403

475

72

17.9%

Manufacturing
Public Administration; Education;
Health

266

403

137

51.5%

148

154

6

4.1%

Real Estate

154

214

60

39.0%

Professional and Administrative

180

261

81

45.0%

Construction

93

100

7

7.5%

Production
Recreation, other services and
household activities

122

244

122

36

42

6

16.7%

Financial and Insurance

25

36

11

44.0%

Information and Communication

8

11

3

37.5%

Total

1,435

1,940

505

35.2%

Industry
Distribution; Transport;
Accommodation and Food

% GVA
Growth
2010-2017

100.0%

(ONS)

South Hollands GVA grew by £505m between 2010 and 2017 and these two sectors, Distribution;
Transport; Accommodation and Food, and Manufacturing, were responsible for £209m of that total.
Over the same period the GVA attributable to the Information and Communication sector grew by
only £3m. This further highlights where the opportunities for future growth lie, but also underlines
the risk that a lack of support for these sectors poses to the economic security of the district.
Sectors with high levels of productivity tend to be smaller in South Holland, with the one exception
being Manufacturing. Sectors with the lowest levels of productivity are Professional and
Administrative - which includes a large number of contract workers, Production - which includes
Agriculture, and Distribution; Transport; Accommodation and Food Services.
Future Employment
By calculating the employee growth rates for each sector from 2010 to 2017 and extrapolating
forward (ONS – Business Register and Employment and Survey), the following projections can be
made about the changing nature of sectoral employment between 2010 and 2030.

Industry
Agriculture, forestry
& fishing
Mining, quarrying &

No. of
Jobs
(2010)

% of Jobs
(2010)

3,000

8.33%

200

0.56%

No. of
Jobs
(2030)
4,660
378
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% of Jobs
(2030)
8.93%
0.72%

Jobs
Growth
2010-2030
1,660
178

% Jobs
Growth
2010-2030
55.35%
89.18%
6

utilities
Manufacturing

7,000

19.44%

Construction

2,000

5.56%

Motor trades

800

2.22%

Wholesale

3,500

9.72%

Retail

3,500

9.72%

14,352
1,366
546
3,500
3,500

3,000

8.33%

4,660

8.93%

1,660

55.35%

1,000

2.78%

4,948

9.48%

3,948

394.78%

300

0.83%

300

0.57%

0

0.00%

250

0.69%

150

0.42%

654
1,087

1.25%
2.08%

404
937

161.52%
624.58%

1,000

2.78%

1,892

3.62%

892

89.18%

4,500

12.50%

10,235

19.61%

5,735

127.45%

600

1.67%

2,250

6.25%

2,500

6.94%

129
1,097
4,209

0.25%
2.10%
8.06%

-471
-1,153
1,709

-78.56%
-51.23%
68.36%

900

2.50%

439

0.84%

-461

-51.23%

36,000

100.00%

52,199

100.00%

16,199

45.00%

Transport &
storage
Accommodation &
food services
Information &
communication
Financial &
insurance
Property
Professional,
scientific &
technical
Business
administration &
support services
Public
administration &
defence
Education
Health
Arts, entertainment,
recreation & other
services
Total

27.49%
2.62%
1.05%
6.71%
6.71%

7,352
-634
-254
0
0

105.03%
-31.72%
-31.72%
0.00%
0.00%

The sectors likely to produce the most jobs between 2010 and 2030 based on this analysis are
Manufacturing; Business Administration and Support Services; and Accommodation and Food
Services. The sectors likely to lose the most jobs over this period are Education; Construction; Public
Administration and Defence; Arts, Entertainment, Recreation and Other Services; and Motor Trades.
At a more detailed level, the sub-sectors likely to create the most jobs between 2010 and 2030 are
Employment Activities (i.e. recruitment agencies) (9,395); Manufacturing of Food Products (8,076);
Land Transport and Transport via Pipelines (1,709); Human Health Activities (892); Legal and
Accounting Activities (874); and Social Work Activities without Accommodation (765). Sub-sectors
likely to shrink are Education (1,153); Compulsory Social Security (-471); Technical Testing and
Analysis (-323), and Wholesale and Retail Trade and Repair of Motor Vehicles (-254).
By extrapolating the sectoral jobs growth data (ONS) from 2010 to 2017, it is projected that 21,280
jobs will be created in South Holland over the period of the current Local Plan (2011-2036).
However, the Local Plan makes reference to the 2016 Spatial Strategy which predicts that only
13,800 jobs would be created in the district over this period. Over the course of the first 6 years of
the Local Plan period 5,000 jobs were created in South Holland according to the Office for National
Statistics. Even taking a rough measure based on the average number of jobs created per year over
that period would suggest that 20,833 jobs would be created over the Local Plan period. However,
these projections are based on past performance. A large proportion of jobs in South Holland are
likely to feel the impact of automation, AI, and globalisation and so future growth trends may well
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be lower than those experienced in recent history. In reality, jobs growth in South Holland over the
period of the Local Plan is likely to sit somewhere between 13,800 and 21,280.
The South Holland Annual Business Survey 2018
A total of 42 organisations responded to the inaugural South Holland Annual Business Survey.
Respondents represented a broad range of sectors and sizes. Whilst not definitive, obvious patterns
could be identified in the responses, providing strong indications about the issues facing the wider
business community.
Overall, respondents were more positive about this years’ performance compared to last, and even
more optimistic about their projected performance next year. Whilst the vast majority of
respondents predict an increase in operating costs next year, many also predict an increase in job
creation and capital investment. This supports the jobs growth analysis and highlights the need to
plan for the accommodation of such growth.
Increasing overheads, as well as price pressure from customers and competitors, and the availability
of skills workers were the most commonly identified barriers to growth, whilst 43.6% of respondents
also cited uncertainty concerning the UK’s future relationship with the EU as a factor that is creating
challenges for business planning.
The ability to grow the customer-base was by far the most commonly identified challenge regarding
increasing profitability, with people and overheads also ranking highly. In addition to these issues,
improved roads and support to leverage technology were also identified as areas in which support
would help to improve productivity.
The majority of respondents reported that they currently access business support advice through
their accountants. Consultants, the Gov.UK website, and internet searches were other common
sources of business advice. 15.6% of respondents stated that they received support from South
Holland District Council.
Concerns over the availability of low-to-semi skilled workers and challenges around recruitment
were identified by respondents but many businesses appear to be taking matters into their own
hands and providing training at this level in order to address their needs.
Over half of respondents indicated that they would be looking for larger premises within the next 5
years. Warehousing and factory space were the most sought after, both at smaller scale – up to
4,000sqft, and at the larger scale – 50,000sqft and above. There was also strong demand within
respondents for office space of up to 2,000sqft.
Infrastructure and Employment Land
Digital Infrastructure
According to the OnLincolnshire team, at the start of the programme in April 2013 only 17.17% of
premises in South Holland had access to SuperFast Broadband (SFBB, >30Mbps). As of October 2018,
that figure had increased to 91%. Over that period 2,833 premises have been upgraded, this
accounts for 17.17% of premises upgraded across the county during the lifetime of the programme.
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By the 31st December 2019 it is hoped that 97% of premises in South Holland will have access to
SuperFast Broadband. At this point it is expected that approximately 2% of premises won’t have
access to download speeds greater than 10Mbps, and 1% won’t have access to download speeds of
2Mbps.
According to Ofcom’s Connected Nations October 2018 update, which uses data from May 2018,
80.3% of premises in South Holland have access to SFBB and 2.5% have access to UltraFast
Broadband (UFBB, >100Mbps). Out of 41,239 premises in the district, 7,046 are unable to receive
30Mbps, 2,687 are unable to receive 10Mbps, and 446 premises are still unable to receive 2Mbps.
This last figure implies that 1.1% of premises in South Holland cannot currently access services
greater than 2Mbps. Coupled with the data from OnLincolnshire it can be inferred that services will
not improve for any of these premises under current plans.
According to the ‘Broadband coverage and speeds: local statistics 2017’ Parliamentary Briefings
Paper, the following South Holland wards are ones in which more than 3% of their premises cannot
access 10Mbps, the Government’s Universal Service Obligation threshold, 3% being the current UK
average.














Crowland and Deeping St Nicholas -5.5%
Donington, Quadring, and Gosberton – 7.7%
Fleet – 10.4%
Gedney – 18.0%
Holbeach Hurn – 19.6%
Long Sutton – 5.0%
Moulton, Weston, and Cowbit – 14.5%
Pinchbeck and Surfleet – 9.5%
Spalding Monks House – 3.4%
Spalding Wygate – 18.4%
Sutton Bridge – 5.4%
The Saints – 13.7%
Whaplode and Holbeach St John’s – 29.5%

Improving digital infrastructure in these locations will support economic growth, especially in terms
of business start-ups and support for micro-businesses.
Power
Adequate power supply to underpin economic growth is a challenge in South Holland, as it is in
much of the rest of the country. This is in terms of local generation, grid capacity, and the servicing
of development sites. Whilst numerous projects, such as the Viking Link undersea DC link to
Denmark and the construction of a Combined Heat and Power plant at Crowland, are currently
underway or in planning stages these are primarily to either support national power generation
requirements or are site specific and won’t address the power constraints being faced by businesses
and developers within the District.
It is often the basics of grid reinforcement and the connections of new sites that can hold up or bring
forward specific developments, particularly as the burden of payment is put on the developer and
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any work that is required cannot be commenced until planning permission has been improved, at
which point most investors want to move quickly. Current power constraints are a risk to planned
growth around Holbeach, Donington, and Spalding. Understanding these constraints, and routes to
overcoming them, will be essential in order to support economic and housing growth.
The South East Lincolnshire Local Plan and land availability
The South East Lincolnshire Local Plan (SELLP) identifies a healthy pipeline of employment land
including 17Ha at the Food Enterprise Zone, 7Ha at Bridge Road, Long Sutton, 183Ha at Wardentree
Lane, Spalding, 18 Ha at Lincs Gateway, Spalding, and 37Ha at Clay Lakes, Spalding.
The primary challenges in bringing these sites forward are around the provision of utilities supply,
(predominantly power) and enabling infrastructure such as roads. Whereas the authority has been
highly proactive in unlocking barriers on many sites, further work is required to convene
stakeholders and partners in order to identify the programmes of work and funding models required
to bring these forward in a timely manner that supports rather than hinders South Holland’s
ambitions.
Given the levels of demand for new premises indicated by the Business Survey results and low levels
of available commercial properties of all types across the District, it is likely that there is a strong
commercial case for forward funding the necessary infrastructure where that is a barrier for growth,
either via commercial partners, as part of a public/private joint venture, or through public sector
intervention. This could include speculative development for let by South Holland District Council, as
per previous projects, which could provide an ongoing income stream for the Council.
Peppermint Park – Holbeach Food Enterprise Zone
The Peppermint Park project will provide approximately 59,500 m2 of work space and 900
residential units. Holbeach has a population of around 5,000 with an economy heavily influenced by
the agri-food sector.
As part of the Holbeach Food Enterprise Zone, the project will provide purpose built business space
for small to medium sized enterprises developing cutting edge technology and techniques in the
agri-food sector. An early anchor occupier on the scheme will be the University of Lincoln who will
be creating new facilities to complement their existing Holbeach campus, the National Centre for
Food Manufacturing. Evidence within this document reiterates the importance of R&D in supporting
innovation and productivity improvements, highlighting the strategic importance and significant
added value of the Food Enterprise Zone.
The University will be looking to extend their presence and impact in the area through the
development of a Centre of Excellence in Agri-Food and a Food Chain Automation Centre. These
facilities will support productivity and innovation within the local food and drink cluster as well as
acting as a driver for additional investment into South Holland as new companies relocate to take
advantage of the knowledge and expertise generated there.
Stakeholder Consultation Feedback
An early draft of this paper was circulated and discussed with a number of key stakeholders
including teams within South Holland District Council, Lincolnshire County Council, Greater
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Lincolnshire Local Enterprise Partnership, the National Centre for Food Manufacturing, and The Skills
Service. The views and comments received during this process were incredibly informative and have
been taken into consideration and reflected in this final version of the document.
Examples of the observations/questions raised are as follows:









Support for skills and R&D needs to evolve as the tech element of the economy grows due to
the impact of the FEZ and other initiatives.
It will be vital to maximise the use of the skills and expertise that currently exist across the
District and wider area in order to deliver the aspirations for the district.
Schools have a clear role in helping local school leavers in understanding the job
opportunities within the local economy, and support should be provided to enable schools
and businesses to work collaboratively on supporting local employment in key sectors
amongst school leavers.
Determine the extent to which older people and other groups can help to meet the
employment needs within the District.
The District has the potential to strive to become a centre of excellence for agriculture and
horticulture, and a proactive inward investment and marketing approach has the potential
to raise the profile of the district in this manner
Relationships should be further strengthened with key stakeholders and potential partners
across the county and wider area, such as Lincolnshire County Council and the Greater
Lincolnshire Local Enterprise Partnership.

SWOT Analysis
Based on the research undertaken a ‘SWOT’ (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats)
analysis exercise has been undertaken in order to identify strengths to build upon, weaknesses to
address, opportunities to take advantage of, and threats to mitigate. This analysis helps to focus the
findings of the research and identify suitable recommendations to form a large part of the basis of
the Economic Action Plan.
Strengths








Weaknesses

Large, growing and nationally
significant agri-food sector, the
importance of which is demonstrated
through the high location quotient
Relatively large and growing
Horticulture sector with high location
quotient
Advanced plans to create a Food
Enterprise Zone, underpinned by the
presence of the University of Lincoln on
the site
Low unemployment and claimant count
High job density indicates a stronger
economy and greater opportunities for
residents









Small working age population
compared with other areas nationally
Higher than average % of economically
inactive households
The reliance upon one sector within
large parts of the local economy and
attendant supply chain
A generally low-skilled workforce
compared with national averages
Low wages and the impact of this upon
the wealth of residents
Evidence of higher skilled residents outcommuting as opposed to working
within the district
Digital infrastructure in rural wards
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Low wages and the attraction that this
presents to businesses
Large and growing Transport and
Logistics sector with high location
quotient, linked to the wider food
cluster
A positively engaged business
community
Businesses with evidenced growth
ambitions
Grants4Growth and LEADER funding
programmes
Good relationships with partners and
stakeholders
Large employment allocations, such as
Clay Lakes
National Centre for Food
Manufacturing
Business breakfasts provide an
opportunity for local business
networking and public/private
engagement
Proximity to Peterborough as a centre
of regional economic growth, and links
through the A16 corridor
A pro-growth council
Spalding College provides Further
Education training for young people
and businesses

Opportunities
















Power utility infrastructure constraints
in the face of growing demand for
electricity
Long term certainty over workforce
availability
A shortage of serviced land or large
industrial units
Low levels of inward investment
promotional activity means low levels
of opportunity awareness with
potential investors who will locate to
areas that are promoting themselves
Lack of business support workshops

Threats

The successful delivery of an R&Dfocused food cluster on the Holbeach
FEZ has the potential to support
significant productivity and GVA gains
within the local economy
GLLEP Local Industrial Strategy and the
emerging focus on agri-food
productivity, and the links to potential
funding through the UK Shared
Prosperity Fund
The potential to increase the level of
presence of the University of Lincoln’s
presence within the district through the
Holbeach FEZ
Scope to further improve the
relationship with the Department for
International Trade
Sutton Bridge Port has capacity for
expansion, potentially underpinning
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The potential of overseas workers
returning home, given the reliance
upon migrant labour within the local
economy
South Holland businesses becoming
less competitive unless they invest in
improving productivity
Growth of competitor locations such as
Peterborough, and other agri-food
centres such as those based in Kent
The impact of wider national
uncertainty on key political matters,
and the potential impact upon the
timing of investment decisions
Local authority budget pressures
The reliance upon the University of
Lincoln as a partner in the delivery of a
successful Holbeach FEZ
12









future investment
The potential for investment in a
Reservoir within SE Lincs, which could
support agri-food, housing growth, and
leisure and tourism
Links to Holland through the
horticulture sector, and the scope for
further inward investment from such
locations
Links to centres of excellence e.g. NIAB,
Agri-Tech East
Further development of the council’s
Open4Business initiative
The potential for productivity gains
within the local economy via
automation and artificial intelligence,
whilst also creating greater resilience

Summary
Agri-Food is the key sector for South Holland, being directly responsible for providing over 50% of
the jobs in the District. Many of the jobs in business services, retail and recreational sectors will be
indirectly supported by this sector, either as suppliers or due to employee spend. It is also a sector
that provides South Holland with a comparative advantage compared to other locations within Great
Britain and accounts for over half of the District’s economic output.
Whilst Manufacturing appears to be demonstrating reasonable productivity, other component parts
of Agri-Food, such as Production, and Distribution; Transport; and Accommodation and Food, have
low productivity. Productivity improvements within these sectors should be supported by helping
businesses to improve the skills of their employees and by supporting businesses to invest in labour
saving technology such as automation and AI. SHDC has a clear role in raising awareness of the
opportunities available to businesses through 1-2-many communications and events as well as via 12-1 account management meetings where appropriate.
It will be essential to work with relevant partners including the National Centre for Food
Manufacturing (NCFM), the University of Lincoln, the Greater Lincolnshire Local Enterprise
Partnership, the National Institute of Agricultural Biology (NIAB), and the Midlands Engine
Investment Fund in order to share best practice and provide expert support across this broad sector.
Driving productivity improvements will go some way to helping businesses to meet the workforce
and skills challenges they are currently experiencing, as well as helping to increase wages as
businesses experience increased profitability.
Supporting business growth within Agri-Food will have a beneficial impact on the economy as a
whole as more money would be spent with local suppliers and by employees. Gaps in the Agri-Food
supply chain should be identified and form the focus of promotional inward investment activity with
a view to attracting innovative companies to strengthen the local cluster and create high skilled, high
paid jobs. Potential investors are often looking to be close to customers, skills, and resources and
South Holland has all of these in relation to the Agri-Food sector creating the opportunity to raise
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the profile of the district nationally and internationally. The Food Enterprise Zone at Holbeach will
also be a key asset in attracting high-tech, innovative new businesses to the District as well as in
creating new, high-skilled jobs.
Steps should be taken to help businesses within this sector to mitigate risks such as water scarcity,
and soil fertility as well as to take advantage of new technologies. The South Holland economy is
heavily reliant on its natural assets and as such, protection and management of the land and
waterways needs to remain a key priority.
Opportunities to reinforce infrastructure, such as a new reservoir that would support the agri-food
sector as well as housing growth and leisure and tourism activity, should also be explored. If growers
are no longer able to grow produce then this will have potentially disastrous consequences on the
rest of the economy.
SHDC taking a proactive role to encourage collaboration between employers, business
representative groups, and industry experts such as Anglian Water, NIAB, and the Department for
Work and Pensions (DWP), will provide opportunities to discover in more detail the challenges faced
by businesses in the District, enabling a more collaborative approach to problem solving.
Labour shortages also pose a risk to businesses in the district. Employers should be encouraged and
supported to engage with as diverse a range of the working age population as possible in order to
address the challenges they are facing regarding workforce supply. This could mean examining their
own business operations in order to make work more accessible to different segments of the
community including older people, parents, and people with disabilities. Organisations such as DWP
will be able to provide support through schemes such as Disability Confident, so it will be important
to highlight these opportunities to employers who might otherwise be unaware of them.
The results of the Annual Business Survey would indicate that businesses require assistance to
reduce overheads. Since not a lot can be done regarding the cost of wages, rent, or rates, businesses
should be supported in securing the best utility pricing possible as well as being supported to
become as resource efficient as possible. This can be achieved by raising awareness via social media,
newsletters, media campaigns, and events, highlighting opportunities around utility provision and
brokering introductions to utility brokers and support organisations such as ‘BusinessLincolnshire’.
Many businesses are addressing their sector specific skills needs but support focussed on leadership
and management, and sales and marketing skills, would assist businesses in growing and diversifying
their customer base. Additionally, support to enable businesses to better utilise new technology and
make the most of automation would also help businesses to become more productive and maximise
profitability. Partnerships with NCFM, the University of Lincolns robotics lab, and the University of
Cambridge’s institute for Manufacturing will be essential in assisting businesses to make the most of
the opportunities that will present themselves as technology evolves. The strategic role of the Food
Enterprise Zone cannot be understated in this regard.
Many of South Holland’s businesses are already achieving great success and require room for
expansion. Jobs growth rates in the district are already outpacing those used to determine
employment land allocation in the Local Plan. SHDC must therefore work closely with landowners,
developers, and funders, to bring forward viable sites to meet a broad range of requirements and
continue to operate with a flexible, pro-growth attitude that allows for sustainable development
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outside of the Local Plan if a strong case can be made (as per recent developments such as the
Neame Lea Nurseries premises on the A16 adjacent to Clay Lakes). There is also a need to better
understand the commercial stock profile within the district and highlight gaps and issues regarding
quality that need to be addressed to support inward investment and economic growth, whilst also
helping inform potential commercial investment decisions taken by the council.
With regards to digital infrastructure, it may be possible to address areas not enabled under the
‘OnLincolnshire’ programme through combinations of initiatives such as the Community Fibre
Partnership, the Better Broadband Subsidy Scheme, the Local Full Fibre Network Challenge Fund,
and BT’s CSR fund. Such areas may also be enabled by other commercial providers that specialise in
rural broadband solutions who should be engaged by SHDC regarding such opportunities.
Priorities
The recommended priority areas, where it is felt the largest positive impacts can be realised, are:
Priority 1: Infrastructure and Growth
This includes;






Maximising the economic impact of key strategic development sites including the FEZ and
Port Sutton Bridge, through proactively supporting delivery and working to realise the
economic potential.
Ensuring that South Holland has the comprehensive digital connectivity, mobile and landline,
to support economic growth into the 21st century.
Explore opportunities to improve transport links that support growth in the economy,
particularly those supporting the logistics and agri-food sectors.
To ensure that the natural assets of the district in terms of agricultural land are enhanced
and protected

Priority 2: Raising the profile of the district to proactively target new inward investment
This includes;




Raising the profile and promote South Holland as an agri-food and horticultural centre of
excellence in order attract innovative new businesses and strengthen the existing cluster,
utilising key assets and differentiators such as the Food Enterprise Zone.
Specifically, gaps in the Agri-Food supply chain should be identified and form the focus of
promotional inward investment activity with a view to attracting innovative companies to
strengthen the local cluster and create high skilled, high paid jobs.

Priority 3: Enhancing the level and type of business support available to our businesses, to support
with resilience and future proofing
This includes;
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Supporting productivity and innovation improvements within businesses with high growth
potential, with a particular focus on the Agri-Food sector, enabling them to improve
competitiveness, resilience, and maximise their potential for high quality job creation.

Priority 4: Raising skills within industry, and for those leaving school
This includes;




Raising awareness and uptake of skills development opportunities within industry,
particularly around apprenticeships, and work with businesses and education and training
providers such as Spalding College and the University of Lincoln to develop a dynamic
system that can adapt to the changing requirements of the business community.
Brokering ever stronger relationships between employers and schools in order to inspire and
raise the aspirations of young people, increase their knowledge about career opportunities
and pathways within the local economy, and raise the profile and uptake of apprenticeships
across the District.

Appendix A – Detailed Action Plan
A detailed action plan describing how the priorities identified in the document will be delivered can
be found in Appendix A.
Appendix B – Monitoring Performance
An outline of the performance measure and KPIs used to monitor performance and success can be
found in Appendix B.
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Priority Ref.

P-ED1

Priority
Infrastructure and Growth
Maximise the impact of key strategic development sites including
the FEZ and Port Sutton Bridge.

Releveant CA
CA22, CA23, CA25,
CA27

Actions

Key action leads

Timescales

See P-ED5
FEZ - Working with LCC, the GLLEP and Uni of Lincoln, commission
work to provide an up-to-date evidence-based analysis of potential
market impact and economic value of the FEZ as a means of
underpinning marketing and inward investment activity for Phase 1
of the site.
FEZ - Organise warm-up events with prospective University of Lincoln
tenants for local businesses to generate local buy-in and commence
knowledge sharing activity
FEZ - Start discussions with relevant stakeholders to try and secure
the very best digital infrastructure in order to enable test bed-type
activity to take place on site.

See P-ED5

See P-ED5

Sutton Bridge - Work with port operators to support the
development of strategic plans for the site, identifying and unlocking
barriers that exist to making a greater contribution to the economy.
To undertake awider analysis of the availability of commercial
premises within the district, both in terms of quality, type and
quantity, as a means of identifying gaps that require further planning
and/or may support commercial investment decisions. To develop
relationships with investors that can help support the delivery of
business premises.
Develop the strategic relationship that exist between SHDC and
Western Power with a view to better understand the barriers to
power supply in key areas of growth, and to work with funders such
as the GLLEP and Homes England to achieve the necessary
interventions that will unlock key sites.

P-ED2
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P-ED3

Ensure that South Holland has the comprehensive digital
connectivity, mobile and landline, to support growth into the 21st
century.

CA22, CA23, CA25,
CA247

Explore opportunities to improve transport links, particulalry those
CA22, CA23, CA25,
supporting the logistics and agri-food sectors.
CA27

Protect the natural assets of the District.
CA22, CA23, CA25,
CA27

P-ED4

P-ED5

Raising the profile of the district to proactively target new inward
Investment
Promote South Holland as an Agri-Food and Horticultural centre of
excellence in order attract innovative new businesses and
CA23, CA25, CA26,
strengthen the existing cluster, utilising key assets and
CA27
differentiators such as the Food Enterprise Zone.

Enhancing the level and type of business support available to our
businesses

Engage partners to identify potential broadband black-spots,
particularly in respect of employment and commercial locations
Engage specialist organistions and local stakeholders to identify, and
explore viability of solutions to black-spots.
SHDC to commence proactively promoting government subsidy
schemes to those not serviced by the OnlIncolnshire programme.
Engage with key businesses on the theme of road and rail
connecctivity, to better understand where improvements to the
wider infrastructure network would support economic growth
Work with National Rail, GLLEP, and other partners to understand
the economic case for improved rail services, with a focus on Lincoln,
and early/late/Sunday services.
Identify and support groups working to improve rural transport
services, such as bus services.
Increase engagement with, and identify opportunities to support,
partners such as National Farmers Union (NFU), Country Land and
Business Association (CLA), National Centre for Food Manufacturing
(NCFM), National Institute for Agriculture and Botany (NIAB), Anglian
Water, Internal Drainage Boards, Environment Agency, Joint Nature
Conservation Committee (JNCC), Lincolnshire County Council, and
Defra.
Work with landowners and growers to identify their primary
environmental challenges and, where appropriate, act as a convener
to bring together necessary partners to address such issues through
working groups, awareness raising events etc.
Continue to contribute to, and support the work of, the Agriculture
and Horticulture Forum.

Promote site and property opportunities to potential investors and
developers via social media, direct engagement, engagement with
intermediaries, and attendance at national level, sector relevant
events.
Identify , engage, and support foreign-owned businesses based in
South Holland not currenlty supported by the Department for
International Trade or the Greater Lincolnshire Local Enterprise
Partnership.
Implement the recommendations of the South Holland Economic
Development Comms Audit and Plan with a view to improve a)
communication channels with businesses, and b) the raise awareness
of South Holland to potential inward investors

Matthew Hogan, SHDC (MH), July 2019 Nigel Burch, SHDC (NRB), Paul December
Jackson (SHDC)
2019
July 2019 October
NRB, Ann Wardle, OP (AW)
2019
Tom Hennessy, OP (TH), Head
June 2019 of Economic Development,
August 2019
OP (HED)

AW, NRB

July 2019 Oct 2019

NRB, Richard Hodgson
(SHDC), MH, TH

June 2019 Ongoing

MH, PJ

Ongoing

NRB

June 2019 July 2019
July 2019 September
2019
June 2019 Ongoing

NRB, MH

June 2019 Ongoing

NRB, MH, TH
Economic Development
Officer, SHDC (EDO)

June 2019 Ongoing
June 2019 Ongoing

NRB, AW

June 2019 Ongoing

NRB, AW, EDO

June 2019 Ongoing

NRB, AW

Ongoing

AW, Shaun Gibbons, SHDC
(SG), Rebecca Mills,
Opportunity Peterborough
(RM), EDO

April 2019 Ongoing

AW, NRB, EDO

May 2019 Ongoing

AW, NRB, SG, RM

June 2019 Ongoing

TH, NRB

TH, NRB AW

Apr-19

May-19

Jun-19

Jul-19

Aug-19

Sep-19

Oct-19

Nov-19

Dec-19

Jan-20

Feb-20

Mar-20

Support productivity and innovation improvements within
businesses with high growth potential, with a particular focus on
the Agri-Food sector, enabling them to improve competitiveness,
resilience, and maximise their potential for high quality job
creation.
P-ED6

CA22, CA23, CA25,
CA26, CA27

Identify businesses with growth potential and broker relationships
with growth orientated support from organisations such as GLLEP,
University of Lincoln, NCFM, Bishop Grosseteste University, and
Midlands Engine Investment Fund. Support will be in the form of
leadership and management training, project identification, planning
and execution, identification of funding opportuities, skills
development.
Supporting businesses to explore opportunities to make work more
accessible to different segments of the community, including older
people, parents, and people with disabilities, for example by signing
up ti Disability Confifent.
To continue with and further develop the council's Open4Business
initiative
Deliver the current Grants4Growth programme, with a view to
delivering the project for a further three years subject to a successful
application to MHCLG, and using our work around identifying
businesses where further engagement is required as a means of
promoting support through the programme.

AW, NRB, EDO

May 2019 Ongoing

AW, NRB, EDO

June 2019 Ongoing

NRB

Ongoing

NRB

Ongoing

Raising skills within industry and for those leaving school

P-ED7

P-ED8

Raise awareness and uptake of skills development opportunities,
particularly around apprenticeships, and work with businesses and
education and training providers such as Spalding College and the
University of Lincoln to develop a dynamic system that can adapt
to the changing requirements of the business community.

CA23, CA24

Broker ever stronger relationships between employers and schools
in order to inspire and raise the aspirations of young people,
increase their knowledge about career opportunities and
pathways within the local economy, and raise the profile and
CA23, CA24
uptake of apprenticeships across the District.

Bring together employers and FE/HE providers to discuss training
options, barriers to access, and curriculum development, with a view
to explore the potetential to create a local Employment and Skills
Board
NRB. EDO, AW, SG

July 2019 Ongoing

Support The Skills Service in their delivery of brokerage services by
raising awareness of the service and facilitating introductions to
businesses interested in working with young people.

June 2019 Ongoing

NRB, EDO, AW, SG
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South Holland District Council
Economic Development Communication
Audit & Plan

Produced by Opportunity Peterborough. September 2018
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Communication audit
A review of South Holland District Council’s (SHDC) external business-to-business
marketing communications has been conducted to better understand what enterprise
support and inward investment focussed communications are being delivered in South
Holland, and to evaluate their effectiveness.
While SHDC has some established marketing communications channels - with some
proactive activity being delivered - the proposition portrayed to local businesses and
prospective investors needs strengthening. This is a priority area to address which, through
tighter content focus and development of key messaging, will bring a more coordinated
approach to ensure the target audience understands: what business support is available in
the local area, what South Holland’s inward investment offer is and, importantly, why and
how SHDC is championing business growth.
SHDC is currently utilising a handful of active external communications channels, including
the economic development team’s Twitter page, the SHDC LinkedIn page, the business
information pages on the council website and the quarterly Business Breakfast events
delivered by SHDC’s economic development team. All are vital outlets of course, though a
number of improvements are recommended to generate a more productive outcome with the
target audience.
Each of SHDC’s economic development communication activities will now be reviewed in
turn, with recommendations for improvement suggested.
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Website

SHDC’s corporate website is the gateway for local businesses to find out everything they
need to run their business successfully in South Holland. It also serves a secondary purpose
to promote the area as an attractive place to do business and encourage new investment to
the district. From information about business rates, funding opportunities and a snapshot of
the local economy, to help with finding new premises, the site acts as the go-to business hub
for South Holland.
The website is hosted on an accessible content management system (CMS) which is
managed by SHDC staff. It is mobile optimised so views well on both smart phone and tablet
devices. It provides a useful bank of signposting support to help local businesses navigate
their way towards the relevant expertise, whatever the nature of their enquiry.
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Top level site analytics, taken from a date range of the end of May to end of August
2018, are as follows:
Number of visits to the business support pages:
·
·
·
·
·

/BusinessSupport: 282 visits, approx. 90 a month
/Grants4Growth: 84 visits, approx 26 a month.
Grants4growth.sholland.gov.uk: 942 visits, approx. 300 a month
/The-Local-Economy: 71 visits, approx. 21 a month
/Business-Opportunities: 91 visits, approx. 28 a month

Where the visitors arrive from:
·
·
·
·

58.9% Organic Search
29.1% Direct
8.6% Referral
3.4% Social

The average time a visitor spends on the business support pages, is:
·
·
·
·
·

/BusinessSupport: 22 seconds.
/Grants4Growth: 57 seconds
Grants4growth.sholland.gov.uk: 3min 47seconds
/The-Local-Economy: 1min 15seconds
/Business-Opportunities: 1min 13seconds

Where the site’s visitors are based in the UK:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Spalding – 25,056
London – 20,360
King’s Lynn – 19,141
Peterborough – 7,257
Lincoln – 4,021
Sleaford – 3,723
Boston – 3,629
Louth – 3,091
Nottingham – 1,995
Birmingham – 1,885

The top 10 international locations where visitors are based, are:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

US – 2,596
India – 518
France – 292
Spain – 192
Netherlands – 191
Germany – 186
Poland – 135
Canada – 128
Peru – 109
Philippines – 73
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Recommendations for improvement
SHDC’s website is (and will continue to be) a fundamental component of the economic
development team’s communication programme. It’s therefore crucial that it presents the
right brand image, offers useful, up to date content and aids in data capture of business
leads and enquiries.
There are two primary shortcomings with the website’s design and customer journey.
The first is that the site doesn’t capture any leads from its visitors. Where a call to action is
made to ‘contact us’, visitors are then redirected to the Council’s generic contact page where
they must select the nature of their enquiry from a long list, none of which references
business support or inward investment services. There are no phone numbers promoted so
the user will likely end their journey at this point. On other pages, at best, the user is
redirected to an external site or there are no calls to action at all.
Clearly this approach doesn’t allow SHDC’s economic development team to gather any
leads for follow up, nor does it encourage visitors to return to the website in the future for
further assistance.
It is therefore recommended that there be a clear call to action promoted on each of the
business support pages which encourages the user to contact the economic development
team. E.g. Contact us to find out how we can help move your business to South Holland
(and include a direct email address and phone number for the ED team, not the council
switchboard).
The second shortcoming of the website is its content and navigation structure. Currently it
appears that the content has been presented based on what information SHDC wants to tell
a visitor, rather than what a visitor wants to know about doing business in South Holland.
The site’s structure is very simple; there’s actually very little information which gives the
impression that there isn’t much to shout about. There also are no images to help showcase
the district’s vibrant economy and visually sell the area for inward investment.
Positioning and content
It’s recommended that the website’s content be refreshed to better showcase South Holland
as an attractive business destination and to position SHDC as the go-to place for business
related matters in the area. A strong and unique positioning statement would help to clarify
and reinforce the economic development offer to key external audience groups.
An injection of energy and a stronger sense of celebration for the local economy and its
successful businesses would help to encourage visitors to read on, improving the site’s dwell
time and increasing page views, and most importantly, encourage them to make contact with
SHDC’s economic development team.
To achieve this, it is recommended that a micro site be developed which allows the business
support offer and inward investment ‘pitch’ to be presented much more comprehensively and
effectively. The site would appear as an arms-length website to that of the main SHDC site,
with backlinks displayed on both. A microsite would enable a more professional, customerorientated site to be created which has the two key audience groups at its core: local
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businesses looking for support to grow their company and national (and international)
organisations considering relocating to South Holland.
The microsite
The homepage would need to quickly capture the reader’s attention and allow users to easily
navigate to the content they’re looking for. The whole site, but particularly the homepage,
should feature bespoke, aspirational but authentic photography that reflects the local
business environment. Images should include people working for local companies, rather
than just external buildings or the area’s key towns, to illustrate the commercial spirit and
industries of South Holland.
The overarching content of the site should reflect the benefits for why businesses should be
starting, growing or investing in the area, rather than just who they can talk to for help to do
that. It’s also important that the content is written from the user’s perspective, rather than the
partners that designed it, and it should adopt an accessible tone of voice with a simple,
website friendly style.
The site should celebrate success to inspire other local companies to grow and encourage
businesses to invest. A bank of case studies should be developed to tell the success stories
of growing businesses in the area, with testimonials from senior figures telling of their
positive experience of doing business in South Holland (ideally having engaged in some way
with SHDC).
Budget permitting, short videos could be developed in the future to feature local business
leaders explaining why being based in South Holland has been so good for their company’s
growth. Videos are a rich media and great, shareable content for social platforms which will
help to boost brand awareness and engagement.
Finally, the latest economic intelligence for the area should be added to the site to celebrate
recent success and provide useful insight to businesses to help with their decision making. A
‘South Holland in numbers’ digest would be a useful feature for site visitors and, as this
needs frequent updating, it will help to encourage returning visitors.
Navigation and structure
At the moment there is no clear call to action throughout the site. Visitors should be offered
the chance to leave their details on a contact form for a specific reason at every opportunity,
or invited to get in touch with SHDC directly. This will help to create a pipeline of business
enquiries that SHDC will ‘own’.
Note: it’s important that the promise communicated by the website’s automated response
after users submit an enquiry is matched and delivered by SHDC employees. For example, if
the automated message states that the user will receive a reply within 24hours, then that
should always be the case. (Every touch point of the customer journey should meet the
user’s expectations and contribute to the overall brand promise.)
The majority of the website’s content currently focuses on providing a business support
signposting service. This information could perhaps be condensed and, assuming the
functionality is available within the CMS, displayed through a filter. This would provide a
more tailored experience for visitors by presenting bespoke search results based on the
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nature of the enquiry logged. SHDC could also then collect all search details creating a bank
of intelligence and fuelling the enquiry pipeline.
A news page to promote good local success stories or SHDC business news should be
created. Frequent, newsworthy business-related content should be posted here - this will
help with SEO, as well as driving traffic to the site from referrers like Twitter and the
corporate SHDC website.
Growth plans and strategic projects coming forward should feature prominently on a page of
their own – the Food Enterprise Zone and numerous housing developments would be great
to showcase here for example. This is really valuable content for both prospective investors
and local businesses so should be celebrated and given a strong presence on the site.
A website footer containing SHDC’s contact details, privacy policy, site map and enewsletter sign-up form should be added. This will help both with SEO, site navigation and
contact data collection.
Site map
A suggested site map for the new micro site is as follows:
Homepage
‐ Top level ‘elevator pitch’ with series of punchy key messages
‐ Showcase a handful of authentic, aspirational business-focused images
‐ Scrolling bar showing logos of key employers in the area
‐ Feature area to promote timely campaign content, e.g. business survey, upcoming
events
About South Holland
‐ Location
‐ Economy
‐ Connectivity
‐ Talent & education
‐ Lifestyle
Key sectors
‐ E.g. Agri food
‐ Key sector 2
‐ Key sector 3
‐ Case studies showcasing local business success
Start a business
‐ Start-up advice
‐ Access to grants and funding
‐ Find premises
Grow your business
‐ Business growth advice
‐ Procurement opportunities
‐ Business rates
‐ Planning
Business support
‐ Recruitment
‐ Partners
‐ Business clubs
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Invest in South Holland
‐ Area profile
‐ Investment opportunities
‐ Key developments
‐ Growth plans
‐ Business parks
About South Holland District Council
‐ Meet the Economic Development team
‐ South Holland District Council business services (environmental health, food safety
etc.)
News
Events
Contact us
‐ Join our mailing list
‐ Twitter
‐ LinkedIn
Conclusion
By incorporating these recommendations, SHDC’s economic development website will be a
vastly improved experience for local businesses and prospective investors. Users will be
inspired by the area’s economic success and prospects, and motivated to find useful content
to help their businesses grow in the area.
A number of quantitative metrics indicating website performance can be measured at regular
intervals through the Council’s analytics software e.g. number of new and returning visitors,
average time spent on the site, popular content and key referral sites. These indicators will
act as a benchmark to monitor progress as the improvements are rolled-out.

Twitter
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When used correctly, Twitter is an incredibly powerful and valuable communication tool. With
only staff resource required as a minimum investment, it’s also a very cost-effective medium.
SHDC’s economic development Twitter account is managed solely by the ED team. It
currently serves as a ‘push’ channel to share news about business support available in
South Holland, upcoming events or local announcements from news outlets or local
partners. The account has 648 followers (September 2018) from which there is currently little
to no engagement.
Tweets from the account are mostly tactical in nature with many simply endorsements of
views from other accounts (retweets).
Recommendations for improvement
In the first instance, it’s essential to present the right image and tell Twitter who you are and
why people should follow you. The biography of SHDC’s economic development account is
missing key information and needs updating to reflect the service delivered. The header
image also needs adding – something that showcases the strength of the local economy
would be good.
It’s important to further increase the number of followers of the ED Twitter account - this will
widen SHDC’s reach. With a larger audience, the account can then begin to deepen the
level of engagement with the people it’s connected with and will help SHDC develop a more
authoritative voice.
Followers can be gained simply by following other accounts where there is a common
interest, local businesses or residents for example. Very often followed accounts will
reciprocate. Simply search for Twitter users by location and browse the listed users’
biographies. The other way to build a Twitter network organically (i.e. without paying) is to
post interesting, valuable content to your audience. Blog posts, video, interesting statistics,
images and business-related news are all good to share on Twitter.
Content should be posted regularly – daily is advisable, but only if offering value to the
audience – and posts should be written in a way that invites a reaction from followers.
Replies should always be sent to individuals that do engage to build relationships and so the
open forum can see the response. Tagging local businesses or key stakeholders in posts to
encourage a retweet is a useful way of reaching a wider audience and gaining new
followers.
Where appropriate, posts should always aim to drive traffic to a corporate or campaign
website - in SHDC’s case, the (refreshed) microsite. This will enable users to then browse
the rest of the site and, hopefully, responding to whatever call to action is posed – signing up
to receive a newsletter or making a business support enquiry, for example.
Hashtags are designed to group content into a common topic thread making it easier for
interested parties to find. SHDC should utilise a relevant hashtag, #openforbusiness for
example to be in line with the Council’s ‘open for business’ agenda, and use it in corporate
or strategic economic development posts to build a solid content stream about the core ED
offer from SHDC.
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Managing a busy and engaging social media account can mean a sizeable staff resource
investment. Hootsuite is a useful social media tool to organise Twitter activity into streams of
interest to the account holder to help monitor relevant conversations and news. It also
enables tweets to be scheduled in advance for publishing at a later, peak time, for example
early in the morning or during the weekend when owner-managed businesses are likely to
be browsing Twitter feeds. This is a valuable free tool but do be careful not to schedule
tweets too far in advance and then forget about them (in case the macro climate changes
and it suddenly becomes inappropriate to post certain content). Also be prepared to respond
promptly to any replies to scheduled tweets, even out of business hours if that’s when the
tweet was sent.
Conclusion
Twitter is a powerful communication channel that can bring great value to a business. SHDC
is already active on the platform but there is an opportunity to widen both reach and
engagement to generate best value from the staff time invested to run the account. With a
few minor adjustments to the frequency and nature of posted content, SHDC’s economic
development Twitter page will become an invaluable communication asset to the Council.

Linkedin
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Linkedin is an incredibly powerful and valuable communication and B2B engagement tool.
The most effective use of Linkedin is through individual accounts, although corporate profiles
support awareness. Unlike other social media, Linkedin provides a professional platform so
care and dedication is needed to ensure a steady stream of individualised content from staff
that provides real insight.
SHDC currently has a corporate account for the Council which is managed solely by the
Communications team and members of the ED do have individual accounts that are actively
used with popular content. Nigel currently has over 1,500 followers which is very positive
and is active in sharing relevant content either pertaining to South Holland, local businesses
or key sectors.
Recommendations for improvement
Linkedin is very much built around individuals establishing and / or capitalising on their
credibility and expertise. As such, this is an extremely personalised media but offers more
authenticity for those doing research.
This platform is already being used as another channel for circulating positive news and
about the region’s economy, and businesses, and as activity with SHDC’s ED team begins,
more content can be generated by the team. Current activity is very supportive of local
organisations and the region, and is clearly an effective way to stay up to date with business
news on top of local and sector news. By generating more content, SHDC’s economic
development team can improve understanding of its role, and the multifaceted support it can
provide businesses and investors, which in turn should further enhance business
engagement levels.
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Linkedin also provides a platform for digitally engaging with key contacts through groups and
direct messages. By setting up a group the ED team can better share news, feedback and
gauge interest and feedback on news and topical issues. To allay fears of spamming the
group would need to be closed so that individuals would have to apply to become a member.
This would allow the ED team to invite key contacts to the group and vet prospective
members to avoid spamming and keep debates lively. As there is already a networking
group for larger employers in South Holland, a group could be beneficial to share feedback
from sessions and as another avenue to engage key contacts in debate and ensure they’re
aware of the ED team’s work. With ambitions of setting up additional networking
opportunities for smaller organisations a group for attendees could become a useful way of
sharing information without mining for email addresses.
Content within groups should be published ideally once a week from among the group
managers so that the group shows prominently in users’ notifications, but these need to add
value and staff should be responsive to comments and posts from customers.
The establishment of an inward investment brand will also need to be acknowledged on
Linkedin so a separate corporate profile should be set up, led by the ED team, although this
shouldn’t prevent the corporate SHDC account from sharing relevant investment news.
Hashtags can also be used to group content into a common topic thread. SHDC should
utilise any relevant hashtags to reflect Twitter activity (and vice versa) and so that news is
more likely to show in searches, such as #agritech #horticulture.
To reduce staff burden, group management on Linkedin can normally be scheduled through
paid for features within tools such as Hootsuite. This is useful for event notifications and
general messaging such as case studies, but where there is particularly time sensitive or
potentially interesting content, it is best for the person to post the content live and remain
mindful of the post so they can achieve real-time engagement without leaving customers
without a response. Although the ED team should not feel obliged to respond in detail to any
interaction, they need to be steering the conversation, making constructive contributions and
ensuring and queries or issues are answered quickly. As with Twitter, content should
preferably not be scheduled too far in advance in case of changes in circumstance.
Conclusion
Linkedin is a valuable tool for both businesses and individuals. SHDC is already active on
the platform but there is an opportunity to significantly increase business engagement
through the use of groups, and publication of more SHDC content. There will need to be
discussions around how these groups function and segment customers if more than one is
set up but this should provide a valuable resource for the ED team and businesses who will
have another avenue of developing local professional relationships and showing support for
the district’s economic health.

Events
A quarterly Business Breakfast event is hosted by SHDC’s economic development team.
These well organised events attract between 20 – 30 local businesses and stakeholders and
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receive good feedback. The events rotate around the district using various partner venues to
host, such as Boston College’s campus in Spalding for example.
The events are backed by SHDC’s senior team, with both the CEO and ED portfolio holder
attending and showing their commitment. They offer a range of interesting speakers and
offer useful insight around key infrastructure projects. A valuable Q&A session and
networking time adds to the interactive nature of the sessions which allows for rich
qualitative feedback to be gathered from delegates while also encouraging businesses to
make local connections.
There are also a number of business events delivered by local partners across the area, for
example the regular networking sessions organised by the Chambers of Commerce, FSB
and the annual South Holland Business Awards, though engagement at these events could
be improved. While it would be easy to identify these events as being in competition with
SHDC’s Breakfast events, it’s much better to consider them as complimentary to the
Council’s ‘open for business’ agenda.
The annual South Holland Business Awards are a positive celebration in the local business
calendar organised by Lincolnshire Chambers of Commerce. With an improved brand
presence following implementation of enhanced marketing communications, there could be a
future opportunity to negotiate an associate sponsor position for the awards in return for
SHDC’s support to boost business entries and promote the evening ceremony as a good
networking event. This would help to further increase brand awareness and affiliate SHDC
with one of South Holland’s most prestigious business events of the year (at no cost).

Recommendations for improvement
SHDC’s economic development events fill a very important gap in the local market for
creating a high quality business networking environment coupled with valuable speaker
content. SHDC is well placed to deliver these events, which serves to reinforce the council’s
position as experts in all matters business and economy related.
While the event programme is still relatively new, it has been well received and offers great
potential for widening its reach to local businesses. It is recommended that the format and
style of these events remains the same, but focus is placed on promoting the sessions more
widely across the district to attract a larger business audience and increase engagement.
Utilising local media, SHDC’s owned channels such as social platforms and its website, and
of course, making the most of the economic development team’s established connections
will help to boost numbers.
As the events develop and mature, SHDC could consider inviting external speakers to
present to offer a different perspective on business growth and inspire delegates with their
experience. Themes could be planned to tie the events into the macro environment (e.g.
Brexit) or to support the implementation of SHDC’s economic development action plan (e.g.
skills/apprenticeships).
Inviting time-poor businesses to commit to ‘donate’ several hours of their busy day to attend
a council event is always going to be challenging. It’s important, therefore, to offer layers of
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interaction and snippets of content to build a relationship through various, less intrusive
digital forms of communication, as well as offering a business-focussed content rich event
that justifies the time investment for delegates to attend.
Success measures will vary depending on the objective of each event, but clearly the
number of delegates attending, the range of business sectors represented, delegate
feedback on the content delivered, value of the networking opportunity and the response to
the call to action, will all feature as good indicators of achievement.
Conclusion
Events are highly valuable communication mediums. They offer a valuable opportunity to
gain immediate qualitative feedback from local companies and enable interactive, positive
engagement with a defined target audience to encourage lasting relationships to be
developed.
As SHDC has already established a respected programme of regular events within the
district, it should focus on developing this asset to foster a more productive environment for
collaboration and procurement among local businesses, and to share expert insight on
business topics that helps local companies to grow. The priority should really be on
promoting the events more widely across the district to increase delegate numbers and
broaden the reach to ensure a range of industries are represented.

Inward investment content
Aside from the ‘Business Opportunities’ page on the Council’s website, SHDC doesn’t
currently have any inward investment focused marketing content. However, the district does
feature on the Greater Lincolnshire Local Enterprise Partnership’s website, with projects like
Peppermint Park FEZ singled out.
Recommendations for improvement
In addition to the redeveloped microsite as outlined above, clearly some aspirational inward
investment focused marketing collateral needs to be created to promote South Holland and
position the district as ripe for investment.
It should be noted that SHDC has an ambition to create a higher skilled workforce. To
achieve this, focus will need to be placed on attracting higher skilled companies to the area,
or existing local companies will need to be developed further. SHDC’s inward investment
marketing material will need to reflect this objective in the offer to businesses, so R&D
should be prioritised. Key focus should be placed on the development aspect of R&D, and
so should feature local companies involved in development to illustrate the area’s capability
in this area to attract more organisations to the cluster.
Sector sheets
Inward investment focused fact sheets would certainly be a useful addition to SHDC’s
communications collateral. They could be printed for use in face-to-face meetings, pitch
documents and handed out at events, but would also work well as a download document on
the economic development team’s new microsite.
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While it’s perhaps logical to have one fact sheet for each key industry, it is suggested to
create just one single A4 double sided document instead. This will ensure the content is
energised, pacey and, importantly, holistic of South Holland’s assets and economic
opportunities. It will also be much easier to use in practice, and will increase the chances of
a prospective investor reading the full content rather than just skimming across multiple
sheets for various sectors. The factsheet should be eye-catching in design, image-led with
punchy ‘elevator pitch’ style copy and infographics to make key statistics interesting and
digestible.
A factsheet designed for local companies which brings together all the main partners in the
area offering business support could also be created, both to be used at local events to help
organisations grow but also to send to investors to ‘sell’ SHDC’s economic development
service and showcase the level of support available across the district.
The call to action on these factsheets should be to contact SHDC’s economic development
team to find out more about moving a business to South Holland.
Powerpoint pitch
A powerpoint file to highlight South Holland’s inward investment offer and detail the key
industries and companies operating in the area should be created and sent to prospective
investors and intermediaries, such as the Department for International and Trade,
commercial property agents and the Greater Lincolnshire LEP.
The benefit of creating a powerpoint file is that the finished version can be saved as a pdf
document and issued as an email-friendly, bite-size pitch that’s visually pleasing and easy to
digest. The file is then also readily available to be tailored for a specific sector or business,
should it be needed for a face-to-face investor pitch.
Conclusion
South Holland’s inward investment proposition needs improvement. Various key word
searches on Google don’t return favourable results, and even when visiting the Council’s
own website and searching specifically for inward investment content, very little is returned
that would support a business in their decision making. As the internet is the go-to place for
gathering baseline information, the district could be missing out on valuable business
investment due to having such a low online profile. However, a really positive takeaway is
that South Holland doesn’t have a negative online profile and so by creating a new microsite
and some additional inward investment focused content, the district could soon rise up the
search results for business investment searches.

Communications plan
SHDC’s ambition is: “To continue to increase the prosperity and wellbeing of our residents
and businesses, whilst striving to protect and enhance the district’s environment and its
unique and historic character.”
To support this vision, the Council’s corporate priorities for 2015 – 2019 are:


To develop safer, stronger, healthier and more independent communities while
protecting the most vulnerable
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To have pride in South Holland by supporting the district and residents to develop
and thrive
To provide the right services, at the right time and in the right way
To encourage the local economy to be vibrant with continued growth

This plan details how SHDC’s economic development team’s external communications
should be delivered in order to reach targeted stakeholder groups through relevant channels
and with key messages. It provides a detailed initial six-month programme that aims to lay
strong foundations for future activity, with some suggestions of what that future activity might
include.
The planned approach sets out to achieve the following objectives:



To increase engagement among local businesses to boost economic growth
To raise the profile of South Holland as an attractive, affordable place to do business
and to encourage new investment to the area

Communications objectives
It’s important that all external communications are designed to serve a specific purpose.
Combined, activity should:



Increase brand awareness for SHDC and position the ED team as an economic
expert and first port of call for all business-related matters, and investment enquiries;
Energise the local business community, improve the response rate and engagement
of SHDC’s business support communications

Communications should be planned, tailored and well designed to reach the target audience
and be supportive of the above objectives. There is little value in using a 'scattergun'
approach by sending lots of communications in the hope that some will stick.
The delivery plan below sets out performance metrics for each communication channel and
these will be monitored closely at regular intervals.
Stakeholder analysis
In order to plan and deliver an effective communications programme to meet the above
objectives, it is fundamental to better understand SHDC’s stakeholder groups to prioritise
communications to reach those with the highest influence or power.
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Primary stakeholders (key players)


Established local businesses (particularly micro level companies, given they form the
majority of the local economy)

Secondary stakeholders (meet their needs/show consideration)





Prospective investors from all sectors
Aspiring entrepreneurs and new business start-ups
Intermediary support partners such as banks, accountants and solicitors who provide
support to local companies
Internal stakeholders (SHDC business-facing colleagues, e.g. planning team,
environmental health etc.).

Customer relationship management (CRM) database
An immediate priority is to develop a thorough and clean contact database of South Holland
businesses with whom SHDC can start developing relationships. By collating and merging all
owned business contact lists held by SHDC (across all departments), the ED team will be
able to build a valuable picture of local business demographics and, through segmentation,
be in a position to deliver more tailored communications that meet the needs of the target
audience.
If SHDC doesn’t already have a database platform to store and interrogate its customer
data, then it is highly recommended that one is procured. This will ensure details are held in
a safe and secure format and, importantly, will allow for updates to be made to reflect users’
changing preferences and contact information so the data remains current and clean (in line
with the new General Data Protection Regulations).
This database should become SHDC’s sole CRM for collating and managing customer data,
with all other outreach activity linking to or feeding back results regularly (e.g. internal
stakeholders/colleagues, marketing communication email broadcasts, website data
collection, SHDC/OP staff business engagement meetings etc.)
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Messages and content
There’s a distinct difference between what an organisation wants to communicate and what
an audience needs and wants to know. Getting the balance right will be critical for SHDC to
bolster its position as the area’s leading economic voice and to draw its audience in for
further engagement.
SHDC’s economic development team should develop a content plan to schedule production
and delivery of interesting, meaningful content that meets the needs of its audience and
encourages a positive action. This plan will become an integral part of SHDC’s
communications programme and will help to ensure relevant, tailored content is being
produced and its potential is maximised through various owned and earned channels.
An indicative content plan has been drafted below for an initial four-month projection. Activity
has been scheduled to start in October to avoid the lull of the summer period and allow for
communication preparations to begin.
Content
Positive spin on results of
annual business survey.
Include infographic to help
illustrate the data.
Promote sources of support for
start-ups and aspiring
entrepreneurs
Promote business membership
organisations such as
Chambers of Commerce and
FSB and upcoming Breakfast
events
Educate about the value of
apprenticeships to businesses
and young people
Awareness of routes to finance
available to South Holland
businesses (promote
Grants4Growth)
Awareness of scale-up
opportunity and call for
potential businesses to come
forward for support
Ten top tips for successful
[digital marketing] N.B the
theme of the workshop will be
developed with SHDC
following results of business
survey.
2018 in numbers - round up of
the South Holland economy
and a look ahead to 2019

Channels
PR through local media, news
post on SHDC website and ED
Twitter feed, article in first
newsletter issue
E-newsletter, Twitter feed

Timing
October 2018

E-newsletter, Twitter feed

October 2018

News post on SHDC website,
e-newsletter, Twitter feed

November 2018

E-newsletter, Twitter feed

November 2018

Twitter feed. Potential for PR
through local media
(depending on news hook and
case study material)
E-newsletter
Workshop delivered by local
expert, e-newsletter, Twitter
feed, website event and news
post, PR through local media

November 2018

PR through local media,
website news post, Twitter
feed

December 2018
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October 2018

December 2018

Several messages over time may be required to communicate a content theme and to meet
the objectives of each audience. Responses will be monitored to analyse the impact of each
communication to allow for necessary adjustments before the next piece is produced.
Content style
SHDC’s economic development communications should be clear, open and informative.
Using a professional yet friendly style, they should aim to appeal on a human-to-human level
(rather than business-to-business) offering informative content designed to appeal to a
human’s professional emotions and buying behaviour. This will help to make SHDC’s activity
stand out from the noise of other B2B communications enabling more productive and deeper
engagements to be formed.
N.B: SHDC’s corporate communications team to advise of any content style guides.
A briefing note on the economy should be produced with some narrative to aid senior
management during media interviews. Although statistics are important, there should be
more focus on the overarching story and aims of the region that can be weaved into the
interview so readers and / or listeners get consistent messages about the economy.
Visual identity
As a council delivered service, it is understandable that South Holland’s inward investment
and business engagement offer has historically adopted SHDC’s corporate brand. However,
to help South Holland as an area differentiate itself from the Council as an organisation, it is
recommended that a new name and brand be created to encapsulate the area’s inward
investment offer and promote SHDC’s economic development services.
While the economic development service itself is of course sound, it is the perception of it
being associated with a bureaucracy-loaded council that can often deter businesses from
engaging. By separating the economic development service from the rest of the council’s
resident-focused services through brand differentiation, local businesses and investors will
see a more commercially astute organisation and feel more able to connect.
It is anticipated that this recommendation will perhaps cause much debate amongst Council
Members, not least due to the notion of releasing control and losing immediate credit for
delivering a council-owned service, however it is argued that in the longer term the Council
will actually benefit more prominently from a more successful economic development service
that has increased traction with local businesses and prospective investors.
As with any sub brand, of course, visual links back to the parent organisation can be made
through subtle connections with colour palette, imagery and font etc. Therefore it is possible
(and recommended) that any new economic development brand have visual affiliations with
the SHDC brand, and importantly, the SHDC logo should always be displayed on all
economic development content to demonstrate the family link.
When and how to communicate
The table below shows the proposed action plan for SHDC’s economic development team to
deliver an initial six-month communications programme.
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Target
audience

Outcome

Message

Channel

Frequency

Delivery date

Measure/follow up

Resource

Established
local
businesses,
pre-start-ups,
prospective
investors,
intermediary
support
partners and
internal
stakeholders.
General
public for
awareness
only.

Improved
website visitor
experience with
increased site
traffic. SHDC’s
economic
development
business offer is
clearly
communicated
and target
audience is
engaged and
inspired to take
action.

South Holland is a
great place for
growing companies to
do business.

Micro
website
creation

24/7

Refreshed
content for
current
website by
end of
February
2019.

Website analytics
data to be reviewed
on a monthly basis
to monitor volume of
site traffic, user
demographics,
content performance
and behaviour trail
etc. Based on
current website
traffic, a 30%
increase in visitor
numbers could be
achieved.

SHDC to produce
refreshed copy and
site structure, with
input/steer from OP.

South Holland is an
exciting, aspirational
area with bold growth
plans for businesses,
families and visitors to
advantage from.
SHDC is the local
economic expert and
first port of call to help
start, grow or move
your business to
South Holland.

Full site
development,
content and
images by end
of April 2019.

Budget resource:
Potentially some
external web
development cost
required, depending
on functionality of
current CMS. Quotes
needed for approval
prior to any contractor
appointment.
Time: 26 content
heavy pages identified
in the audit (excluding
case studies). Allow
average of 3 hours for
each including
research, write up and
final editing.
One off copy writing
total = 78 hrs
Full site
development – allow
3 months for
adequate testing
ahead of launch.

External cost
c£3,000 for custom
microsite.
Established
local
businesses,
intermediary
support
partners

Businesses feel
inspired by the
local area’s
progress and are
more engaged in
South Holland’s
future.
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Improved
interaction
between
businesses and
SHDC with
promoted
opportunities
receiving high
take-up.

South Holland is a
great place for
growing companies to
do business.

Business enewsletter

Celebrate local
success and share
upcoming events and
opportunities to
showcase the
vibrancy of the
business community.

Bi-monthly
initially, with
the intention
to become
monthly in
the future
as news
and
success
stories
increase.

First issue to
launch after
brand
launched.

Using free software
(e.g. MailChimp)
performance of each
electronic newsletter
can be monitored
e.g. open-rates,
clickthroughs,
bounce rates and
unsubscribes.

SHDC to produce and
deliver, with OP
guidance to set up
initially.
Budget resource: No
capital investment,
only SHDC staff time
cost. OP time covered
by contract.
Initial set up in a
mailing system: 7
hours (including
review and editing
final design)

SHDC is the local
economic expert and
first port of call to help
start, grow or move
your business to
South Holland.

Allow 7 hours per
edition for compiling
stories, writing,
editing, proofing and
administration.
One off total
7 hours
Ongoing total
7 hours bi-monthly

Established
local

Improved
awareness of

South Holland is a
great place for

Twitter feed

Daily –
weekly

Already live.
Increase

In-Twitter analytics
to be reviewed

SHDC to manage
account and respond
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businesses,
pre-start-ups,
prospective
investors,
intermediary
support
partners and
internal
stakeholders.
General
public.

SHDC brand,
increased
response rate to
local events and
business
opportunities.

Established
local
businesses,
intermediary
support
partners and
internal
stakeholders.

Enhanced
engagement with
SHDC brand.
Build-up of trust
in a closed
group.
Encouraging
collaboration
with, and
between, key
local
stakeholders.

growing companies to
do business.

depending
on content
available

SHDC is the local
economic expert and
first port of call to help
start, grow or move
your business to
South Holland.

usage and
content quality
by October
2018.

monthly. Monitor to
increase
impressions,
engagements and
number of followers.

Celebrate local
success, potential to
discuss challenges
and opportunities with
peers, share
upcoming business
events and
opportunities to

Budget resource: No
capital investment,
only SHDC staff time
cost.
Maintenance of
Twitter feed: Allow
for 4 hours a week
for scheduling posts,
finding relevant
content and
monitoring
interactions.

Celebrate local
success and share
upcoming business
events and
opportunities to
showcase the
vibrancy of the
business community.
SHDC is the
economic expert and
first port of call to help
start, grow or move
your business to
South Holland.

to replies directly.

Invite-only
Linkedin
Group

Weekly –
depending
on content
available.
Members
should be
encouraged
to share
information
and ideas,
but SHDC
should
remain the
authoritative

March 2019

Number of group
members,
engagement with
posts, number of
posts and responses
by members.

Allow 3 hours a week
average of staff time
across teams for
planning, interaction
and sharing relevant,
unplanned content.

showcase the
vibrancy of the
business community.
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Established
local
businesses,
pre-start-ups,
prospective
investors,
intermediary
support
partners and
internal
stakeholders.
General
public.

Businesses have
enhanced
knowledge and
wider networks to
improve their
performance and
growth
prospects.

South Holland is a
great place for
growing companies to
do business.

voice.

Networking
events

Quarterly

SHDC is the local
economic expert and
first port of call to help
start, grow or move
your business to
South Holland.

Already live.
Refresh
content and
speakers to
appeal to
wider
audience by
April 2019.

Volume of
attendees, feedback
survey responses,
take-up of support
programmes offered.
Compare to 2018
event programme
and delegate
attendance.

SHDC to coordinate
programme and
delivery of event, with
OP support.
Budget resource:
Venue hire charge and
refreshments
(potentially to be cost
neutral or even
delivered at a small
profit if a sponsor can
be secured).
SHDC staff time cost.
OP time covered by
contract.
Ongoing total: Allow
21 hours per event –
including all planning
(5 hours), promotion
(3 hours – if closed
event), event
management (10
hours) and follow up
(3 hours).

Established
local
businesses,
intermediary
support
partners

Increased leads
and healthy
pipeline of
business
engagements
and support
requests

SHDC is the local
economic expert and
first port of call to help
start, grow or move
your business to

A5 leaflet to
promote
SHDC’s ED
services

One-off
production

Finished
printed leaflet
available in
February 2019

Volume and quality
of business support
requests received by
SHDC. Number of
businesses that say
they picked up a
leaflet.

SHDC to produce the
leaflet with guidance
from OP. SHDC to
distribute printed
copies locally.
Budget resource:

South Holland.

Utilise SHDC’s internal
designer. Approx print
cost £80.
OP time covered by
contract.
One off totals:
Allow 3 hours for
initial copy writing,
editing and sign off
Allow 4 hours for
design including initial
design and amends.

Key large
local
businesses
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10
established
local
businesses
(hosted by
relevant
SHDC

Businesses are
better informed
of significant
local
developments,
more engaged
with the South
Holland economy
so keen to
reinvest locally.
Tie in to closed
networking
events?

Large businesses are
strategically important
to South Holland’s
economy so SHDC is
keen to support them
to ensure their
operations and future
growth is optimised.

Local business
voices are heard.
They increase
interaction with
SHDC and have
the opportunity to
help shape the

SHDC is the local
economic expert and
first port of call to help
start, grow or move
your business to
South Holland.

Strategic enews
briefing

Quarterly

January 2019

Using free software
(e.g. MailChimp)
performance of each
electronic newsletter
can be monitored
e.g. open-rates,
clickthroughs,
bounce rates and
unsubscribes.

SHDC to produce and
distribute.

Number of
attendees. Level of
engagement from
delegates and
qualitative feedback
to the event.

OP and SHDC to
deliver in partnership.

SHDC is the local
economic expert and
first port of call to help
start, grow or move
your business to
South Holland.
Roundtable
event

Quarterly

Early
February 2019

Budget resource: No
capital investment,
only SHDC staff time
cost.
Ongoing total: 7
hours per edition for
collection of stories,
copy writing, editing
and administration.

Budget resource:
Venue hire charge and
refreshments
(potentially to be cost

Cabinet
Member)

future economic
agenda of South
Holland.

South Holland is a
great place for
growing companies to
do business.

neutral or even
delivered at a small
profit if a sponsor can
be secured).
SHDC staff time cost.
OP time covered by
contract.

Share South Holland’s
latest strategic news,
economic and
regeneration plans
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Date selection with
key SHDC team
members and guests,
venue research,
management – 3
hours
Agenda discussion
and guest list - 5 hours
(total across teams)
invitation dispatch and
Follow ups - 3 hours
Actual event- 3 hours
(minimum 2 members
of staff in attendance)
Set up and take down
-2 hours
Follow up and
evaluation - 3 hours

Prospective
investors,
established
local
businesses
and prestart-ups

South Holland is
perceived as an
attractive
business
destination ripe
for investment.

South Holland is a
great place for
growing companies to
invest and thrive.
SHDC is the local
economic expert and
first port of call to help
start, grow or move

Short case
study films
interviewing
a handful of
local
companies
operating
successfully
in the area

One-off
production

Production of
longer video
complete by
end of June
2019.
Potential to do
one a month
with case
studies then
condense into

Uplift in website
traffic to investment
pages, increased
investor enquiries
and conversions and
increased Twitter
engagement.

Ongoing total: 19
hours per quarter
SHDC to deliver.
Budget resource:
Film production to be
delivered internally.
Alternatively, external
agency could be used,
in which case quotes
to be sourced.
SHDC staff time cost

your business to
South Holland.

one slightly
extended one
to provide
steady stream
of content.

for filming and editing.
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Per company:
Allow 1 hour prefilming discussion on
questions and final
product (across
Comms and ED)
1 hour storyboarding
Allow 4 hours per
company – travel time,
interviewing key
personnel, and
additional footage on
site (minimum 4
external companies,
for potential of longer
‘feature’ videos on
them)
Allow 7 hours for
editing (including
amends)
Allow 7 hours getting
additional footage
from around South
Holland (potential for
footage to be used in
multiple videos)

Established
local
businesses,
pre-start-ups,
prospective

Businesses can
access free
knowledge to
help boost their
business

South Holland is a
great place for new
and growing
companies to do

Blog posts
and
infographics

Monthly

March 2019

Uplift in website
traffic to blog posts,
increased Twitter
engagement, and
uplift in businesses

One off total: 59
hours (13 hours per
video (x4) + 7 hours
SH regional footage
collection)
SHDC to produce and
deliver.
Budget resource:

investors,
intermediary
support
partners and
internal
stakeholders.

performance.

business.

accessing support
from SHDC.

SHDC is the local
economic expert and
first port of call to help
start, grow or move
your business to
South Holland.

Predominantly SHDC
staff time cost. Internal
designer to create
infographics
Allow 2 hours
research / interview
with relevant senior
staff member who is
the blog ‘author’.
Allow 4 hours for write
up, review and final
editing.
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Allow 4 hours for initial
infographic design and
2 hours for amends.

Established
local
businesses,
intermediary
support
partners

SHDC presents a
consistent image
to external
audience when
meeting with
local companies
across the range
of its businessfacing services.
SHDC gathers
more rounded,
deeper insights
into local
companies.

SHDC is the local
economic expert and
first port of call to help
start, grow or move
your business to
South Holland.
SHDC makes it easy
for businesses to
operate in South
Holland.
South Holland is a
great place for new
and growing
companies to do

Launch a
‘Business
Ambassador’
programme
to connect
all SHDC
businessfacing
services

Ongoing

February March 2019
ahead of
public launch
of new brand.

SHDC to collect
important business
intelligence through
all customer facing
council departments,
such as Planning
and Environmental
Health, for example.
Officers will also act
as an extension to
the Economic
Development (ED)
team, providing a
direct, face-to-face
and two-way link
with local
businesses.
SHDC gathers more

Ongoing total: 12
hours per month
SHDC to develop the
programme and roll
out internally, OP to
provide guidance.
Budget resource:
Predominantly SHDC
staff time cost.
Minimum
communications
contribution – 2
hours / month
(incorporating updates
into current internal
comms channels,
need regular feedback

business.
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Established
local
businesses,
pre-start-ups,
prospective
investors,
intermediary
support
partners and
internal
stakeholders.
General
public.

South Holland
area is
differentiated
from the Council
as an
organisation and
able to better
compete for
inward
investment and
local business
growth and
retention.

South Holland is
recognised for its
inward investment
offer and attracts
investor interest and
enquiries.
South Holland is able
to engage with more
local companies.
SHDC is recognised
for delivering South
Holland’s economic
development service.

Rebrand
SHDC’s
economic
development
service to
appeal to a
business
audience

One-off
project

April 2019

rounded intelligence
about businesses
and presents a
genuine joined up
approach to external
stakeholders.
A professional,
forward-looking
brand is created to
showcase South
Holland and its
vibrant business
community.
South Holland is
widely respected as
a quality business
destination, both for
expanding local
companies and
prospective
investors.
Increase in business
enquiries received
by SHDC’s
economic
development team.
SHDC’s economic
development team is
regarded as the goto place for all
business-related
matters in the area.

from ED team)

Depending on skill-set
and capacity of
internal designer, this
could be delivered in
house. If not, an
external branding
agency could be
appointed. Quotes to
be sourced as
necessary.
Allow 2 hours for
group meeting for
initial ideas and
another 1 hour
meeting to get buy in /
feedback on final
concept
Allow:
7 hours design
research
18 hours initial
concepts (minimum 3
designs)
5 hours for amends to
initial concepts
4 hours for initial logo
designs

2 hours for amends to
final logo
21 hours for
application of final
branding designs for
communication
channels and brand
guidelines (e.g.
newsletter, flyers,
video, microsite)
One off total: 57
hours design
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Allow 3 months for
total project time to fit
in alongside other
work.
Prospective
investors

South Holland is
perceived as an
attractive
business
destination ripe
for investment.

South Holland is a
great place for
growing companies to
do business.
South Holland is an
exciting, aspirational
area with bold growth
plans for businesses,
families and visitors to
advantage from.
SHDC is the local
economic expert and
first port of call to help
start, grow or move

Create a
new A4
double sided
factsheet to
promote
South
Holland to
prospective
investors

One-off
production

Content by
end Feb 2019.
Branding once
new brand
established.

Increase in investor
enquiries received.
Uplift in website
traffic on the page
the factsheets are
hosted.

SHDC to create the
content with guidance
from OP.
SHDC’s internal
designed to create
artwork.
4 hours research,
consultation and initial
write up
1 hour edit following
feedback
5 hours design
One off total: 11

your business to
South Holland.

hours
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Initial time guide for activities
Total time for one-off activities: 228 hours
Design
57 hours – branding
(additional staff time of 5 hours for approvals, 4 hours per month for project management
[based on 3 months])
4 hours design – leaflet
5 hours design – factsheet
Total = 66 hours
Copywriting
78 hours- microsite content
3 hours – leaflet
5 hours - factsheet
Total = 86 hours
Videography
13 hours per video (x 4)
7 hours additional SH footage
Total= 59 hours
Microsite development
Allow 3 months for adequate testing ahead of launch if using external provider
Ongoing tasks – internal resource
7 hours bi-monthly – newsletter (3.5 per month)
4 hours per week – Twitter (16 per month)
3 hours per week – Linkedin (12 per month)
21 hours per quarter – events (7 hours per month)
7 hours per quarter – strategic briefing (c2 hours per month)
19 hours per quarter – roundtables (c6 hours per month)
2 hours per month – business ambassadors
6 hours per month – blog posts
6 hours per month – infographics
2 hours per month – ongoing microsite maintenance
Total Hours allocated for ongoing tasks (monthly average): 62.5 hours
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Reducing capital requirements
Identified resources
½ day a week – SHDC Comms team
1 day a week – OP
½ a day a week SHDC’s ED team
Total of 14 hours a week / c56 hrs per month
The below outlines financial savings and potential streamlining of activities that could be
made to achieve value for money whilst completing as many of the activities outlined in the
Audit as possible. One off activities can be brought in-house to reduce financial costs and
discussions have taken place to streamline activities to reduce workload whilst allowing for
planning so that communications are effective and create the desired impact.
One off activities
Branding
Developing the ED brand in-house will ensure greater control and save time on getting an
agency up-to-speed with the work of the ED team.
Whilst there would always have been an internal time requirement for project management,
should a brand be decided on fairly quickly there is the opportunity to reduce the resource in
terms of staff time required for this project.
57 hours – branding project
Allow 14 hours for initial designs
Allow 21 hours for concept design development and brand guidelines.
Additional SHDC internal staff time of 5 hours for approval at each stage and 4 hours per
month for project management

Videography
SHDC’s Marketing & Comms team has the skills in-house to produce quality videos. Having
discussions and creating a storyboard for each video should also help reduce time required
for gathering footage and support a highly efficient editing process.
13 hours per video, including planning (x 4)
7 hours additional SH footage
Total saving = 59 hours external

Microsite
To provide a more cost-efficient solution it has been proposed that the microsite be built inhouse through online platforms rather than commissioning an external website developer.
The functionality required on the site is basic and many DIY solutions offer enough
customisation to allow the ED brand to be used with great effect.
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This will of course require a brand name so an appropriate domain can be purchased as
soon as possible.
It is suggested SHDC begins with basic DIY packages and upgrades if necessary to limit
expenditure. All the below sites include SSL certification as standard.
Go Daddy

Wix

Squarespace Wordpress

General
comment

More
customisable

Less
customisation
but good basic
functionality

More suited
for creative
and retail
industries

Very widely used.
Lots of plugins
available to
enhance
functionality

Website

£6.99 / month

£8.50 / month

£7 / month for
premium
£20 / month for
business

Hosting

£5.99 / month
(sale @£2.99)

Included

£15 / month
billed
annually or
£21 month-tomonth
Included

Domain
name

£20 / year (cost
dependant on
name)

Separate
purchase.
Budget £20 /
year

Included free
for annual
sign-up (if
available)

Custom domain
purchase still
required. Budget
£20 / year

Support
available

24/7 online only
100GB storage

24/7 online only
for this package
10 GB storage

24/7 online
support

Up to 13 GB
storage
Email & live chat
support on premium
Business package Google Analytics
with unlimited
storage space and
personalized help

Total

£15 / month

£10.20 / month

£16.70 /
month

£8.70 / month

Up to 13 GB
storage

It is estimated that the site build, without including copy editing should take 3 days including
1 day for edits to navigation, design and layout, although some features may be limited by
the microsite provider.
Microsite Content
To align content creation with internal capacity it is proposed that content is prioritised by
section. Whilst the microsite is being created some refreshed content could be shared on the
SHDC website to make full use of the new material:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

About South Holland – adapt current content
Business Support – adapt current content
About South Holland District Council – adapt current content
Key sectors – adapt and add to current content
Invest in South Holland
Grow your business
Case studies of businesses and support provided by ED team – ongoing
Grow your business
Start a business

Professional photography should also be collated depicting the district and, where possible,
showing activity from key industries and employers. Such images can be taken from existing
image libraries and business contacts where there is a strong relationship, although there
should be clear guidance provided on appropriate usage and acknowledgements. There
should be a strong bank of images ready for the microsite’s launch which should grow as
investment opportunities arise, case studies are collected and business relationships are
nurtured. To reduce costs, agents and companies could be approached in the first instance
to either provide a selection of images or enquire whether SHDC ED could take photos of
their operations – with prior agreement. With photography playing such a crucial role in
branding and digital communications it is advised that professional photography is
commissioned where possible.
Staff time should be allocated to ongoing maintenance of the microsite. Content can easily
be updated in tandem with other activities but it is vital that any bugs or plug-in updates are
resolved in a timely manner to ensure customers have positive experiences on the microsite.
Such work may not be needed every month, but by maintaining modern and responsive
functionality, the SHDC ED team could gain better lead generation and customer
engagement.

Factsheet and flyer (Saving 2hours copy writing, 4 hours design)
It is proposed that the factsheet and flyer are merged into one document so that prospective
customers can download information about both South Holland and the ED team’s services
rather than having these as separate items. Should the team choose to enhance the
physical presence of the ED brand at events, in business centres, for meetings, etc this
could be printed, although emphasis is placed on direct contact and making use of digital
channels.
To reduce time on copy writing, content can be condensed from the microsite and
infographics can be incorporated to create a more appealing look. These can also be
updated on an annual basis and with minimal cost as new print runs will not be needed. This
should put minimal additional requirements on internal design as infographics are amongst
the activities within the audit so this should be a case of importing the latest designs.
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Ongoing Activities
Bi-monthly – newsletter (3 ½ hours / month reduced to 2)
Rather than a full newsletter, the team could send regular bulletins to subscribers with oneoff pieces of relevant news. It is suggested that this would be branded as SHDC for business
until the ED brand is finalised so the subscription list can be grown as soon as possible by
using the content plan. This should only include the title of the news item, a brief paragraph
summary and a link to the main article on the SHDC website, or microsite once completed,
although cross-promotional opportunities for activities such as surveys and upcoming (open)
events could also be incorporated to get best value. As customary with newsletter styles
there should be links to the ED social media channels, and once the ED brand is set up, it
will be important to make a clear reference to SHDC as the owner of the brand.
Once a content plan is finalised the bulletins can be actioned so the team can build up an
audience ahead of the microsite and ED brand launch.
By doing short, snappy bulletins the team can present stakeholders with timely and brief
updates on economic activity within SHDC.
This is anticipated to save around 1 ½ hours a month. The remaining 2 hours should be
sufficient for cleansing data and compiling bulletins. This should also allow for greater
frequency, ideally with one bulletin a month. Any additional time can be used to identify
future content for use across all channels, commentary opportunities (e.g. end of year
performance, new investment, housing developments) and dedicated promotional work of
the bulletins to increase subscriptions through other channels. Subscription can be selfservice rather than requiring the physical intervention of internal staff through tools on
newsletter mailing systems. As the mailing list will be started from scratch SHDC should be
able to procure a system free of charge.

Social media – Twitter (12 per month) Linkedin (16 per month)
To make the most of this channel is advised that as a bare minimum 2hrs a week is
dedicated to writing and scheduling posts and discussions, ensuring as many ED activities
are given adequate exposure as possible alongside planned activity such as case studies
and events. Although there may be some crossover in content Twitter and Linkedin should
be used in slightly different ways – Twitter for quick, snappy updates and calls to actions,
whilst Linkedin provides more meaningful opportunity for professional discussion.
Ahead of the Linkedin group being established it is advised that the time allocated to social
media is used to create a content plan to ensure planned engagement activities are given
exposure and actions are clear across the team.
As this activity progresses, more time will be needed to manage engagement with posts, so
although the anticipated resource may not be used immediately it is important to allocate
sufficient time in advance. This also emphasises the need to spread responsibility for this
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channel across teams so that cover is always available in the case of absences and to
provide flexibility around time sensitive periods for different teams.
As an integral part of reputational management it is proposed that the bulk of this should sit
with the SHDC / ED core activity.
Events (7 hours per month)
Setting up new events can be very time intensive and will require significant resource,
particularly around promotion, although time dedicated to other channels, particularly social
media and newsletters should support this.
As such this should form part of gold package for bi-monthly, or quarterly for a silver
package. These events will provide an additional avenue into more local businesses to
support the wider economy, but as a series of events is already being organised that targets
SHDC’s primary target audience of large employers, this activity can be put into higher value
packages. By building on the newsletter subscriptions and social media activity, SHDC can
increase engagement and gauge challenges and opportunities that will make for useful
themes for events and blog posts.
Ahead of the new events being established, any allocated resource could be used to plan
content and also gauge mileage in discussions at existing events organised by the ED team
around topics such as infrastructure and skills development. This could provide another
source of regular content and improve broader perceptions and understanding of the ED
function at SHDC. This will also help with positioning of the ED team as the ‘go-to’ experts
on the local economy and the challenges and opportunities being faced by local companies.

Strategic briefing (c2 hours per month / 7 hours per quarter. If merged with events already
organised by ED team reduce to 1 hour / month)
Depending on the audience fit, the strategic briefing could be tied in with the breakfast
events already organised by the SHDC ED team. Provided the strategic fit of potential
subscribers this could reduce the dedicated staff resource required to produce the briefing
as a separate activity as well as administration around contact management / subscription
administration.
Roundtables (c6 hours per month)
This will be a chunk of time required for supporting this activity, including event
management, and capturing and effectively communicating any relevant outcomes to
participants, and where relevant, externally to the wider business community. Given the
more intimate nature of this activity time should be dedicated to planning communications in
advance, as well as how outcomes of the event and follow up will be collated. Time should
also be used to explore how relevant themes or messages can be fed in to the broader
content plan, such as event themes, blog and social media discussions, business
ambassadors, and strategic briefings.
Business ambassadors (2 hours per month)
This is an extremely necessary and worthwhile programme to enhance SHDC’s engagement
with local businesses.
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While this may be more labour intensive in earlier phases, resource dedicated to Business
Ambassadors should reduce as teams across SHDC grow more comfortable with their role
as an Ambassador. As an internal project, OP can provide some guidance but this should be
driven by SHDC teams.
Blog posts - 6 hours per month (reduce to 3 per month if bi-monthly)
To start off with it would be proposed that the blogs were done on a bi-monthly basis to help
give enough breathing space between posts and other activity. This will also reduce the
number of staff resource required. ED themes can also be tied in to planned
communications activities, such as articles from the Cllr Nick Worth for the local press and
new investment projects.
The team should be responsive to any breaking or serious business news that could impact
South Holland but blog posts could perhaps be used to fill any times when a dip in activity is
anticipated or there is significant news (e.g. government budget, industrial strategy
announcements).
Infographics (6 hours per month, 3 if bi-monthly)
Imagery is increasingly being used to communicate. As previously outlined, infographics can
contribute to factsheets, the microsite and social media content so they are an extremely
useful tool. They work particularly well on digital channels which are very cost effective, and
there is potential to add basic animations that can enhance engagement.
Conclusion
Ongoing tasks can now be incorporated into current staff resource. If blog posts and
infographics are reduced to bi-monthly rather than monthly this should leave capacity to
produce videos roughly once a quarter. It is proposed that a short meeting is scheduled each
month between Marketing, Economic Development and OP Marketing during the first few
months the activity plan is enacted to support collaboration, ensure information is shared
across teams and to provide adequate cover if needed. Although roles will be defined below,
this should help overcome any challenges in terms of staffing changes, absences, and
general communications around ED activity.
Time allocations below are provisional and indicate the staff resource required, although
many tasks will require resource in clusters rather than spread equally over each working
week.

Ongoing tasks – revised resource requirement
Newsletter bulletins - 3 hours
Social media - 28 hours
Additional events - 7 hours
Strategic briefing - 1 hour if merged with existing breakfasts
Roundtables – 6 hours
Business Ambassadors – 2 hours
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Blog posts – 3 hours
Infographics – 3 hours
Microsite maintenance – 2 hours
Video – 4 hours
Revised internal resource required for ongoing activity per month - 59
Lead denotes overall responsibility for execution
Total time
allocated
(hrs)

One-off activities

Microsite content
writing
Microsite
development
Video about SH
Photography
(admin / execution)
Flyer / Factsheet
Total
Ongoing
Frequency

Twitter
Linkedin
Networking events
Strategic briefing
Roundtables
Business
Ambassadors
Blog posts
Infographics
Microsite
maintenance
Case study
collection (video)
Totals

SHDC ED
team
(2 days a
month / 14
hrs)

(anticipated
combined
total)
57

ED brand

Newsletter /
bulletins

OP
(4 days a
month /
30 hrs)

Responsive
to news and
content plan
Daily
Daily
Quarterly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Ongoing
Bi-monthly
Bi-monthly
Ongoing /
responsive
Quarterly

Lead

78

Lead

35

Lead

20
5

SHDC Comms
team
(2 days a
month / 14 hrs)

Lead
Lead

9
204
(hrs /
month)
3

Lead

12
16
7
1
6
2

5
6 (lead)
5 (lead)

3
3
2

3 (lead)

4

0.5

0.5

3 Lead

59

29.5

16.5

13

3

5 (lead)

5 (lead)
5
2
1 (lead)
1
2 (lead)

2
5

3 (lead)
2 (lead)
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By making savings on areas such as the microsite and video content it is hoped that capital
can be put towards covering the following ongoing costs:
Microsite hosting - £10 / month
Additional events – budget £200 per event for refreshments (room hire could be secured
FOC through ED connection)
Photography – in addition to those procured from contacts, budget £250 / quarter

Tiered delivery
As a final proposition a tiered package can be put forward to gauge the capacity within
SHDC to resource current activities and whether capital investment in additional resource is
required and / or feasible.
Bronze
Newsletter / bulletins
Twitter
Linkedin
Networking events
Strategic briefing
Roundtables
Business Ambassadors
Blog posts
Infographics
Microsite maintenance
Case study (video)
Photography
Total hrs / month

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Bi-monthly
Bi-monthly
Y
40

Silver
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Bi-monthly
Bi-monthly
Y
Bi-annual
59

Gold
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Monthly
Monthly
Y
Quarterly
£250 / quarter
65

Gold package would require additional internal resource and capital investment in
professional photography.
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Produced by Opportunity Peterborough.
September 2018.
For all enquiries please contact:
Tom Hennessy
Head of Economic Strategy and Partnerships
+44 (0)1733 317412
tom.hennessy@opportunitypeterborough.co.uk
www.opportunitypeterborough.co.uk
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PROFORMA B
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL FINANCIAL COMMENTS & APPRAISAL
THIS DOCUMENT PROVIDES THE FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
IN RESPECT OF THE ATTACHED REPORT
FROM: Nigel R Burch
REPORT: Funding for continuation of the skills service in South Holland schools
REPORT DATE: 9/5/19
Year 1
2018-19
Revenue
Income

Costs

£ Year 2
2019-20

£ Year 3
2020-21

£ Year 4
2021-22

-

n/a

Total Revenue -

£16,800

TBC

£16,800

TBC

TBC

TBC

Capital
Income
N/A
Costs
Total Capital
Considered By:
Date:

This appraisal is valid for 1 month from issue date.
If there are changes to the original report it may invalidate this document & must be
reviewed by Finance.
Page 1 of 2
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PROFORMA B

Detail
For the past 3 years, the Skills Service, part of Opportunity Peterborough, have been
working in the Secondary Schools in South Holland. The remit of the Skills Service is
to provide a brokerage service for businesses, education and training providers, coordinating work related learning activities that aim to improve the aspirations and
economic awareness of young people and develop their employability skills in line
with local business needs.
Originally funded by the Greater Cambridge Greater Peterborough Local Enterprise
Partnership, and latterly, by the Cambridge and Peterborough Combined Mayoral
Authority, the Skills Service funding was cut at the end of February 2019 which
currently leaves the service unable to operate in South Holland.
The Economic Development team are of the opinion that the Skills Service has been
performing much needed and appreciated work in all local senior schools and that
intervention is required to ensure that this work continues. We are suggesting a 12
month solution funded as per the narrative below, other more sustainable solutions
will be explored during this 12 month period.
As a result of a meeting with the Skills Service manager, a number of different
options have been presented regarding the cost of keeping a variety of levels of
service operating in South Holland for a further 12 months is £16,800.
Financial Services Comments
£5K of this annual cost can be met from existing Inward Investment revenue budgets (based
on known commitments), the remaining £11.8K will be an additional cost to SHDC based on
the preferred option, whilst more sustainable funding solutions are explored.

Financial Risk

This appraisal is valid for 1 month from issue date.
If there are changes to the original report it may invalidate this document & must be
reviewed by Finance.
9/5/2019
Page 2 of 2
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PROFORMA B
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL FINANCIAL COMMENTS & APPRAISAL
THIS DOCUMENT PROVIDES THE FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
IN RESPECT OF THE ATTACHED REPORT
FROM: Nigel R Burch
REPORT: New Economic Development Officer Post
REPORT DATE: 9/5/19
Year 1
2018-19
Revenue
Income

Costs

£ Year 2
2019-20

£ Year 3
2020-21

£ Year 4
2021-22

-

Budgeted
for post
to start
1/7/19

Total Revenue -

£19,418
G4G
£12,945
SHDC

£19,806
G4G
£13,204
SHDC

£20,202
G4G
£13,468
SHDC

£32,363

£33,010

£33,670

Capital
Income
N/A
Costs
Total Capital
Considered By:
Date:

This appraisal is valid for 1 month from issue date.
If there are changes to the original report it may invalidate this document & must be
reviewed by Finance.
Page 1 of 2
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PROFORMA B

Detail
The Economic Development/Inward Investment service at South Holland currently operates
with 1.2 FTE staff, namely the Economic Development and Inward Investment Manager, and
an Economic Development Officer who works 1 day per week for the service, the rest of her
time being devoted to, and funded by, the ERDF funded Grants4growth programme. At the
beginning of June 2018, a 2 year contract was signed with Opportunity Peterborough which
provides additional resource to the service at a strategic level, but currently there is no
resource within the team for the day to day tasks, desk top research, collation of data,
updating of the website, Twitter account, Facebook page, organisational tasks, etc.
There is also the issue of succession planning and single point of failure in the service, many
of the relationships with businesses and stakeholders that exist within the service are with
one person, the Inward Investment Manager, and this presents a potential risk now, and in
the future.
By bringing a new post into the team, we hope to be able to guide and mentor the post to
grow within the service with a view to taking a more senior role in the fullness of time.
Grants4growth is now confirmed for a further 3 years, and as part of the new bid, we have
built in some of the new posts time into the project, thus also reducing the overall cost to the
Council to the end of June 2022.


The assumption is that the new post will be deployed for 60% of their time on G4G (3
days a week), with 60% of their salary costs being recovered from G4G.



£2000 has been budgeted to support their recruitment in early 2019



The ED Officer salary is based on a band E (495 points) job evaluation carried out by
Christina Thompson in late October using the JD and person spec (attached) prior to
PCR submission.



The costs for 19/20 will be less than shown as by the time the post is created and
recruitment taken place, there will likely only be 9 months salary costs in the first
year, these costings allow for a 2% increase in 20/21 and 20/22.

Financial Services Comments
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60% of total costs within the table on page one can be resourced from external funding from
the Grants4Growth project for the next 3 years, therefore the cost to SHDC will be 40% of
the total costs – approx. £13K pa. SHDC will need to meet the full cost of the additional post
following the cessation of the Grants4Growth project.

Up to £5K pa can be met from current budgets within the Inward Investment service (based
on known commitments), therefore the creation of this post would mean a budget pressure
of approx. £6K pa from 2019/20 to 21/22 inclusive and £24K pa from 2022/23 following the
completion of Grant4Growth.
Financial Risk
.

This appraisal is valid for 1 month from issue date.
If there are changes to the original report it may invalidate this document & must be
reviewed by Finance.
9/5/2019
Page 2 of 2
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